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ABSTRACT

Chen, Yi. M. S., Purdue University, August 2014. High Voltage Atmospheric Cold Plasma
Treatment of Refrigerated Chicken Eggs for Control of Salmonella Enteritidis on External
Surfaces. Major Professor: Kevin M. Keener.

The global market for eggs is projected to reach 1.154 trillion by the year 2015. The
number one risk to consumers from chicken eggs is contamination with Salmonella
Enteritidis (SE). FDA estimates each year 142,000 illnesses in the U.S. are caused by SE
contamination in chicken eggs. The first objective of this research study was to evaluate a
novel High Voltage Atmospheric Cold Plasma (HVACP) technology in reducing externally
inoculated SE on refrigerated chicken eggs. Raw, chicken eggs attached with SE
population (107 CFU/ml), were placed in plastic containers filled with either dry Air
(22%O2, 78%N2) or Modified Atmospheric (MA) gas (65%O2, 30%CO2, 5%N2), and
treated directly or indirectly with HVACP for 5, 10, and 15 min. The experiment was
conducted in triplicate with each replicate requiring 48 eggs for treatment. Results showed
direct HVACP treatment in MA for 15 min achieved maximum SE inactivation of 5.531 log
CFU/egg. SE reductions on egg surfaces depended on treatment times, gas type, and mode
of exposure of eggs to the plasma.
For the storage study up to 21 days, Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) populations on untreated
control egg surfaces were in a decreasing trend from 7.8 log CFU/egg to below the

detection limit. To investigate whether SE penetrated through the eggshell, inoculated

xix

chicken eggs were stored for 0, 1, 7, 14, 21, 28 days in a refrigerator at 5 ̊C. On each
sampling day, SE was recovered from egg surfaces, eggshells, and shell membranes.
Results indicated that the eggshell penetration of Salmonella Enteritidis occurred
immediately after 1 day of refrigerated storage.
A third objective of this research study was to examine the effect of HVACP treatment on
egg quality during refrigerated storage. The most effective bactericidal conditions of direct
treatment for 15 min in MA gas were selected for examination. The experiment was
conducted in triplicate with each replicate requiring 56 eggs. A comparison of quality
measurements between treated and untreated eggs at storage times of 1, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35,
and 42 days were conducted. Quality measurements included Haugh Unit (HU), pH of
albumen and yolk, yolk color, vitelline membrane strength, shell strength, and egg weight.
Results found no significant quality differences between HVACP treated and untreated
eggs at any storage times. In addition, treated and untreated eggs maintained Grade AA
quality for six weeks when stored in a MA gas. Previous studies found eggs stored in air
begin to lose Grade AA quality after two weeks of refrigerated storage.

1

CHAPTER 1. LITERATURE REVIEW

1.1 Chicken Egg Composition
Chicken eggs consist of a protective eggshell, albumen (egg white), and yolk, contained
within shell membranes (Figure 1.1). Detailed description of each component is given in
the following sections.

Figure 1.1 Anatomy of shell eggs (American Egg Board, Egg Products, 2014)
1.1.1 Eggshell, Pores and Cuticle
Eggshell is a bioceramic composite consisting of a mineral part (calcite aggregates, 95%)
pervaded with an organic matrix of 1% to 3.5% (Rodriguez-Navarro et al., 2002). Figure
1.2 showed the eggshell structure, indicating that eggshell consists of the mammillary layer,
the palisade layer (main part), the crystalline layer, and a thin outer layer, called the cuticle.
The function of the eggshell is to it protect the embryo from mechanical damage and

bacterial invasion, regulating gas exchange between the developing embryo and the
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external environment (Hunton, 2005). In addition, the eggshell acts as a source of nutrients,
primarily calcium, for the developing embryo (Hunton, 2005). Compression tests using a
texture analyzer were carried out to test the shell strength changes after treatment (Fajardo
et al., 1996). Eggs were analyzed under both polar and equatorial orientations (Bialka et al.,
2004).
Pores are funnel-shaped structures permeating the eggshell. Normally, the eggshell is
perforated by 7000 to 17000 pores (Simkiss &Carter, 1968). In the study of measuring the
permeability of the blunt and pointed end in 193 eggs, Romanoff (1943) reported the blunt
end had 28% greater porosity on average.

Figure 1.2 Eggshell structure (modified based on Solomon, 1990 in Hunton, 2005)
The cuticle is a 10 μm thick coating of proteinaceous material bound to the shell's surface
and covering the mouths of many pores (Simkiss &Carter, 1968; Wedral et al., 1974). The
cuticle was proven to be a barrier to liquid and particle penetration of the eggshell (Board
& Halls, 1973). The cuticle will breakdown over time, as it is only a temporary protection,
allowing the developing embryo to release carbon dioxide and intake oxygen. Damaging
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the cuticle may favor trans-shell contamination with bacteria or moisture loss. Therefore, it
is important to determine whether the cuticle got damaged after postharvest treatment. The
method developed by Board and Halls (1973) was to first immerse each egg in a dye
solution containing Tartrazine and Green S (Cuticle Blue; MS Technologies Ltd.,

Northants, UK) for 1 min and then rinse with tap water for 2 to 3 s. After drying, degree of
uptake of the dye was then quantified by using a colorimeter (a dark green color indicates
the presence of cuticle on eggshell).
1.1.2 Shell membrane and air cell
Eggs have two layers of shell membranes, the outer and the inner membrane, with the
thickness of 50 μm and 15 μm, respectively (Okubo et al., 1997). The constituents of shell
membranes are 70% organic substance (protein with small amount of lipids and
carbohydrates), 20% water, and 10% inorganic substance (Okubo et al., 1997). The
structure of the shell membranes is like a knitted net made of fibers, which by design favors
capturing microorganisms, preventing invasion (Okubo et al., 1997).
The air chamber or air cell is formed between the inner and outer membranes in the blunt
end of the eggs (Brake et al., 1997). The rate by which the air cell space increases was
reported to result from many factors: age, shell texture, temperature, and humidity (USDA,
2010). Air cell depth is regarded as a determining factor in assessing the egg quality in U.S
with the following regulation (USDA, 2010) (Table 1.1).
Table 1.1 USDA regulation for determination of egg grade based on air cell depth
USDA Grade

AA

A

B

Air Cell Depth

1/8 inch (3.2 mm)

3/16 inch (4.8 mm)

No limit

1.1.3 Egg albumen
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The egg albumen consists of outer thin albumen, thick albumen, inner thin albumen, and a
chalaziferous layer. The viscosity of the thick albumen is much higher than that of the thin
albumen, which is due to the four times higher concentration of ovomucin in the thick
albumen. The detailed information about ovomucin and other albumen proteins will be
discussed in the later part. The chalaziferous layer, a fibrous layer, is twisted at the both
sides of the yolk membrane, holding the egg yolk in the center of the egg (Okubo et al.,
1997).
Albumen contains about 11% proteins, which consists of more than 40 different kinds of
proteins. The composition and physical properties of the proteins (Sugino, et al., 1997) are
listed in the Table 1.2. The major ones are ovalbumin, ovotransferrin, ovomucoid,
ovomucin, ovoglobulin G2, ovoglobulin G3, and lysozyme.
Ovalbumin constitutes about 54% of the total albumen proteins. It is a monomeric
glycoprotein with a molecular weight of 44,000 Da and isoelectric point of 4.7 (Ibrahim,
1997). During cold preservation of shell eggs, ovalbumin turns into S-ovalbumin, which is
a more heat stable form. The mechanism for this phenomenon is not clearly defined, but it
was proposed that it might be due to disulfide interaction (Smith, 1964). The high heat
stability of S-ovalbumin negatively impacts the thermally induced gel formation of egg
albumen resulting in weaker gels (Stadelman and Cotterill, 1995).
Ovotransferrin is a protein known for its inhibitory effect on microbial growth by forming
a metal ion complex. The formation of the metal complex requires higher pasteurization
temperature in order to denature and shows a better resistance to proteolytic attacks
(Sugino et al., 1997). The pH of albumen can affect the chelating property of ovotransferrin
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(Theodore and Schade, 1965). Any pH below 7.0 has been shown to make more free iron
available for microbial growth.
Table 1.2 Composition and physical properties of albumen proteins
Content % of total

Isoelectric

Molecular Weight

Protein

albumen proteins

point

(×104)

Ovalbumin

54

4.5

4.5

Ovotransferrin

12

6.1

7.6

Ovomucoid

11

4.1

2.8

Ovomucin

3.5

4.5-5.0

-

Ovoglobulin G2

4

5.5

4.9

Ovoglobulin G3

4

5.8

4.9

Lysozyme

3.4

10.7

1.4

Ovomacroglobulin

0.5

4.5

-

Ovoglycoprotein

1

3.9

2.4

Flavoprotein

0.8

4

3.2

Ovoinhibitor

1.5

5.1

4.9

Cystatin

0.05

~5.1

1.3

Avidin

0.5

10

6.8
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Ovomucoid, egg white antitrypsin, is a glycoprotein with a high thermal stability (Sugino

et al., 1997). Ovomucoid has three domains. Each domain was shown to recover easily its
tertiary structure after denaturation. The reason is that the nine disulfide bonds do not
contribute to linkage between domains, but they serve for trypsin inhibition activity
(Sugino et al., 1997). However, the antitrypsin activity was found to be most rapidly
destroyed at alkaline pH (Lineweaver & Murray, 1947).
Ovomucin is a glycoprotein with two fractions: an insoluble and soluble fraction. The
insoluble ovomucin is mainly found in thick albumen of egg white, while, soluble
ovomucin is the main component of the outer and inner thin albumen (Sugino et al., 1997).
It is reported that the thick albumen changes into the thin albumen during storage being due
to a change in ovomucin, which further affects the HU value of the eggs. The detailed
mechanism of egg white thinning is still under discussion. It was proposed that 1)
ovomucin is depolymerized by the reduction or alkaline hydrolysis of disulfide bonds
(Donovan et al., 1972); 2) ovomucin-lysozyme interaction contributed to the egg white
thinning (Cotterill and Winter, 1955); 3) under alkaline treatment, the liberation of
O-glycosidically linked carbohydrate units might cause the deterioration of ovomucin gel
structure during storage of egg (Kato et al., 1979). Ovomucin also acts as an inhibitor of
influenza virus hemagglutination (Fevold, 1951).
Lysozyme is well known due to its antibacterial properties since it catalyzes the hydrolysis
of the β1: 4-glycosidic linkage between N-acetylmuraminic acid and N-acetylglucosamine
in polysaccharide, which is a major component of gram positive bacterial cell wall (Sugino
et al., 1997). The denaturation temperature of lysozyme is 75 ̊C. It maintains its activity
after 1-2 minutes heating at 100 C
̊ in acidic solution (Sugino et al., 1997).
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1.1.4 Egg yolk

Structurally, the inner content of the egg yolk consists of yellow yolk and white yolk. The
weight of the white yolk is less than 2% of the total egg yolk. The yellow yolk is composed
of alternate and circular layers of light yellow yolk (0.25-0.42 mm thick) and the deep
yellow yolk (about 2 mm thick) (Okubo et al., 1997). The yolk of the egg is composed of
48% water, 17% proteins, and 33% lipids, 1% minerals and about 1% carbohydrates. Main
proteins in the yolk are low density lipoprotein (LDL), high density lipoprotein (HDL),
phosvitin, livetin and other proteins (Sugino et al., 1997). Main lipids in the yolk are
triglycerides, phospholipids, sterols and cerebrosides (Sugino et al., 1997). Carotenoids are
the natural pigments of the egg yolk, giving it a yellow to dark brilliant orange color
(Anton, 2007). The hen’s feed is the major determining factor for the carotenoids content
and the egg yolk color (Sugino et al., 1997).
1.2 Egg Quality Properties and Their Measurements
1.2.1 Haugh unit
The Haugh unit (HU) is a measure of egg protein quality based on the egg weight and the
height of its albumen. This test was introduced by Raymond Haugh (1937) . HU is
mathematically calculated using the following formula:
HU=100*log (H-1.7 W0.37+7.6)
Where: HU = Haugh units (no unit); H= Thick albumen height (mm); W= Egg weight (g)
A semi-automated Haugh unit analyzer (Keener et al., 2000), an electronic albumen height
gauge (Silversides& Scott, 2001), and a tripod-mounted micrometer (Wong et al., 2003)
have been used to measure the Haugh unit value. USDA grade standards have been
established for Haugh unit readings (USDA AMS, 2000) (Table 1.3).

Table 1.3 Haugh unit score and USDA grade equivalents.
USDA Grade

AA

A

B

Haugh Unit Score

72

60~72

<60
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1.2.2 Vitelline membrane strength
The egg yolk is encircled by a vitelline membrane, which is composed of an inner layer,
continuous membrane, and outer layer with the thickness of 1-3.5, 0.05-0.1, and 3-8.5 μm,
respectively (Okubo et al., 1997). The vitelline membrane strength (VMS) plays an
important role in successful separation of yolk from albumen in liquid egg processing. As
the egg ages or storage temperature increases, the vitelline membrane strength weakens
and becomes more elastic, which was observed to be due to increasing water movement
from albumen to the yolk (Fromm, 1967; Heath, 1976). In addition, the breakdown of
ovomucin as egg ages, led to the conversion of thick to thin albumen (Sugino et al., 1997),
which further resulted in the degradation of VMS. A rapid capillary technique, developed
by Fromm and Matrone (1962), evaluated the VMS by measuring the time of vacuum
through a 2-mm capillary tube to rupture the vitelline membrane. However, significant
variability in VMS from different locations on the same yolk were reported in several
studies (Fromm& Lipstein, 1964; Holder et al., 1968). More recently, Kirunda and McKee
(2000) investigated the application of TA-XT21 texture analyzer to evaluate VMS with a
modified extrusion cell consisted of a 5.4 *4.06 cm (length * width) cylinder. This design
could minimize the variation since a greater surface area of vitelline membrane was
applied with compression pressure. Aside from proving texture analyzer to be a useful tool,
Kirunda and McKee (2000) found that the decreasing VMS is correlated with decreasing

HU, increasing albumen pH, and increasing yolk pH for 2 week aged eggs at room
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temperature.
1.2.3 The pH of albumen and yolk
In a newly laid egg, the pH of the albumen is between 7.6 and 8.5, while the yolk pH is in
general close to 6.0 (Stadelman, 1995). During storage, the pH of albumen increases at a
temperature dependent rate to a maximum value of about 9.7 (Heath, 1977) or 9.4 (Li-Chan
et al., 1995), while and yolk pH will gradually increases to reach 6.4 to 6.9. The increase in
the albumen and yolk pH was said to be due to loss of water and CO2 through the shell
pores (Stadelman, 1995). The increasing of pH would further change the thick albumen
protein structure, resulting in watery albumen.
1.2.4 Functional properties
Eggs serve many important roles in food products owing to their functional properties such
as foaming (albumen) and emulsifying (yolk). Egg albumen has been widely used in
different food formulations due to its foaming capacity as well as stability. As an excellent
food foaming agent, the foaming properties result from the electrostatic and hydrophobic
interactions between the various albumen proteins (Mine, 1995). The foaming properties
of egg albumen are affected by many factors such as pH, ionic strength, protein
concentration, heat damage and so on (Liang and Kristinsson, 2005). Egg yolk is an
important emulsifying ingredient in the manufacture of mayonnaise, salad dressing and
cakes. Lipoprotein, lecithin and cholesterol are the main components in egg yolk
responsible for emulsification (Seli, et al., 1935). Factors affecting emulsifying
characteristics of hens egg yolk was reviewed by (Cunningham and Varadarajula, 1973).

1.3 Egg safety issues
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1.3.1 Outbreaks
Salmonellae are medically important intracellular food-borne pathogens that cause a
variety of diseases ranging from gastroenteritis to typhoid fever (Coburn et al., 2007).
Salmonella enterica serotype Enteritidis (SE) has become the first or second most common
Salmonella serotype in many countries. Beginning in the 1970s, the incidence of SE
infection and the number of related outbreaks in the United States has increased
dramatically (Braden, 2006). Among outbreaks of SE infection with a confirmed food
vehicle from 1985–2003, 75% of outbreaks had vehicles that were either primarily
egg-based or that contained egg ingredients (Braden, 2006). More recently, during January
1, 2009 through December 31, 2010, Salmonella infection accounted for 30% of the 790
outbreaks with a laboratory-confirmed illness, and Salmonella in eggs were responsible for
approximately 70% of all the outbreak-related illness (CDC, 2013). There are other
Salmonella serotypes such as Salmonella Pullorum, Salmonella Typhimurium, and
Salmonella Heidelberg, which are historically associated with egg contamination
(Snoeyenbos, 1991; Shivaprasad, 2000, Keller et al., 1997; Slinko et al., 2009, Schoeni et
al., 1995). Other microorganisms associated with shell-egg surfaces are Yersinia
enterocolitica, Escherichia coli O157:H7, and Campylobacter jejuni (Erdogrul, 2004).
However, SE is currently the major microorganism that causes frequent human illness
associated with egg contamination, which calls for effective and preventative methods for
reducing the risk of Salmonella contamination of shell eggs.

1.3.2 Contamination sources
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It is reported that there are two possible routes of egg contamination by SE (Gantois et al.,
2009). One route, horizontal transmission, occurs where there is penetration of SE through
the eggshell from the colonized gut or from contaminated feces during or after oviposition
(Messens et al., 2005; De Reu et al., 2006). The penetration of SE through the egg albumen
depends on albumen protein concentration, storage temperature, pH of albumen, which
affect the antimicrobial activity of egg albumen against SE (Alabdeh, et al., 2011). Once
migrate across the vitelline membrane, SE multiplication rapidly increase in the egg yolk
(Gast, et al., 2010). Housing systems such as conventional battery cage system, cage-free
systems (aviaries and floor systems) were reported to result in different rates of horizontal
transmission of SE in experimentally infected laying hens (De Vylder, et al., 2011). Results
of this study showed that the frequency of internal eggs contamination for hens kept in an
aviary (17/301) was significantly higher compared with hens in the conventional (5/368)
cage system, furnished cage systems (3/302), and the floor system (5/281).
The other route, vertical transmission, occurs directly from the hen. The hen is a carrier of
SE, and it may reside in the reproductive organs and be deposited into the egg during
formation. SE was reported to show better colonization ability in reproductive organs
compared to Salmonella Heidelberg or Salmonella Hadar based on the results that the
percentage of internally contaminated eggs laid by hens infected with SE, Salmonella
Heidelberg or Salmonella Hadar were 3.58%, 0.47%, and 0%, respectively (Gast, et al.,
2011).

1.4 Postharvest Intervention technologies
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1.4.1 Washing (surface)
Current commercial egg washing process includes four stages: 1) wetting eggs to enable
the softening of debris on the shell of the egg; 2) washing eggs with brushes; 3) rinsing
with clean hot water; and 4) drying by drainage or assistance of air jet (Hutchison, et al.,
2003). In the washing process, water temperature is of great importance. The Code of
Federal Regulations (7 CFR 56.76(f)(3)) requires that the temperature of the wash water
shall be maintained at 90 °F (32.2 ̊C) or higher, and shall be at least 20 °F (6.7 ̊C) warmer
than the internal temperature of the eggs to be washed. Caudill and others (2010) processed
the eggs using four wash water temperature schemes: 48.9 ̊C, 48.9 C
̊ (HH); 48.9 °C, 23.9 C
̊
(HC); 23.9 ̊C, 23.9 ̊C (CC): and 23.9 ̊C, 48.9 ̊C (CH) (temperature of the first and second
washer, respectively), and concluded that wash water temperature did not have significant
effect on average Haugh unit values, albumen height, vitelline membrane strength or
aerobic bacteria within the shell matrix. But the temperature scheme did significantly
affect average numbers of aerobic microorganisms during storage on the exterior shell
surfaces. CC resulted in the lowest aerobic microorganisms (1 log reduction) on the
exterior on Week 3, while the highest number on the exterior shell surfaces was recovered
on Week 6 by using HH (Caudill et al., 2010).
Water or solutions that involve chemicals (sanitizers) are commonly used in egg washing
process. In commercial processing, eggs are most frequently rinsed with chlorine and
chlorine-containing compounds that act as antimicrobial agents (Hutchison et al., 2003). In
US, the most common chemical used by the majority of egg producers is chlorine (sodium
hypochlorite). Chlorine is widely used because it effectively destroys a wide spectrum of
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pathogenic organisms by oxidizing cellular materials. The chlorine residual remains on the
eggshell can prolong the disinfection effect, however it is toxic even at low concentrations.
Favier and others (2000) investigated the effects of two commercial disinfecting products
Extran (an neutral product which contains aldehyde, anionic and non-ionic compounds,
phosphates and low level of additives) and Tergitol (2-ethyl-l-hexanol hydrogen sulfate
sodium salt), sodium hypochlorite solution, and the combination of sodium hypochlorite
and the commercial solution, on the reduction of aerobic microflora on eggshells. Eggs
were washed by immersion in the sanitizer solutions. A maximum microbial reduction of
4.27 log has been achieved when using commercial disinfecting product Extran in water at
43.3 ̊C for 5 min. However, eroded surface cuticle and increased pore size were observed
from scanning electron micrograph of Extran-treated eggshells, indicating the possibility
that Extran led to protein denaturation of cuticle.
There is continuous debate on washing of shell eggs for retail sale. To date, washing of
class A eggs (“fresh eggs” or “table eggs”) is banned in the European Union (EU)
(Commission, 2003). In the United States and other countries such as Canada, Australia
and Japan, an on-line washing process is carried out, followed by chilled storage. Washing
works to reduce the microbial load on the eggshell surface, thus avoiding or minimizing the
potential for cross contamination. Moreover, sanitizers left on the shell surface may
continue to show antibacterial effects after washing. However, wetting or washing eggs
before storage was reported to have an adverse effect on the microbiological quality of the
eggs (Hutchison, Gittins, Walker, Moore, Burton and Sparks, 2003). This is the major
reason why washing eggs is banned in EU.

1.4.2 Heat pasteurization (internal)
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Whole egg pasteurization requirements vary from country to country (Lakins et al., 2008):
China (63.3 ̊C for 2.5 min), Australia (62 ̊C for 2.5 min), and Denmark (65 ̊C for 90 to 180
s). According to the USDA pasteurization requirements (9 CFR 590.570 (b) Table 1),
whole eggs must reach a minimum temperature of 60 ̊C for 3.5 min (USDA, 1980).
Pasteurized shell eggs provided better guarantee on the microbial safety, making it widely
used in soft-boiled eggs or recipes that call for raw eggs such as Caesar salad dressing,
eggnog, mayonnaise, and ice cream. However, there are disadvantages for pasteurized
shell eggs such as the relatively higher cost and lower availability. Hou, et al. (1996) also
pointed out that some of the egg proteins denature when the temperature reaches 60 ̊C,
leading to loss of functional properties.
1.4.2.1 Water immersion (internal)
Disinfection of internally SE-inoculated intact shell eggs at temperatures lower than 60 ̊C
using Water-bath immersion method have been investigated (Hou, et al., 1996; Schuman,
et al., 1997). In the study of Hou et al. (1996), eggs pasteurized in a 57 ̊C circulating
water-bath for 25 min achieved reductions in S. enteritidis ATCC 13076 of about 3 log
cycles. By combining 25 min 57 C
̊ water-bath immersion with 60 min hot-air heating at
55 ̊C, 7 log reduction has been obtained in S. enteritidis ATCC 13076 in shell eggs. Using
the combination method, no significant changes of Haugh unit, pH, yolk index and color
have been found compared to the unpasteurized eggs. Foaming ability and stability were
enhanced after pasteurization. However, pasteurized eggs showed significantly lower egg
white viscosity, higher turbidity and higher hue value compared to the unpasteurized eggs.
Similarly, Schuman et al. (1997) documented that the time for completely inactivation of

SE at a bath temperature of 58 C
̊ and 57 ̊C are within 50-57.5 min and 65-75 min,
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respectively. However, the functionality of egg albumen was adversely affected by the
treatments. Aside from the quality aspect concerns, water immersion method has
disadvantages such as being prohibited under some regulatory schemes such as many
European countries (Ball, et al., 2002).
1.4.2.2 Hot air (internal or surface)
As mentioned in the water immersion section, Hou et al. (1996) used a hot air oven set at
55 ̊C with a forced-air circulating fan to pasteurize internally inoculated shell eggs. Results
showed that a 5 log reduction of S. Enteritidis has been achieved after 180 min hot air oven
treatment. Such prolonged heating process is not desirable in the commercial processing
since it may promote microbial growth and produce drying and coagulation of the outer
and inner shell membranes and the outer layers of the albumen (Ball, et al., 2002). Hot air
treatment has been further investigated by (Pasquali, et al., 2010) using a specific apparatus
with two hot air generator, egg rolling cylinders, transmission belt, and one cold air pipe.
This hot air treatment resulted in an estimated external shell surface temperature higher
than 70 ̊C and an inner temperature always lower than 55 ̊C. All the quality traits of the
shell eggs such as pH and turbidity of albumen, shell color and the cuticle assessment, yolk
index, eggshell breaking strength, and weight loss showed no significant difference
between control and treated ones. The log reductions of surface inoculated-SE on the
eggshell were ranged between 0.1 and 1.9 from day 0 to day 21 post-treatment. Even
though the author emphasized on the significance of achieving one log reduction when
considering that Salmonella on eggshell is often reported to be approximately no more than
102 up to 103 CFU/ml (or CFU/eggshell) only in rare cases, the efficacy of this hot air

method on inactivation of SE on eggshell is still not satisfactory considering the FDA
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standard of a 5 log reduction of Salmonella.
1.4.2.3 Humid air (internal)
There is a US patent by Ball, De Meester and Schuman (2002) using a humidity controlled
air heating process to pasteurize shell eggs. The heat pasteurization process is a two-stage
process. It consists of a "pre-heating" or "come-up" period in which the internal contents of
the shell egg are heated to a target temperature (e.g., 56 ̊C) to effectively destroy
Salmonella, and the second phase, marked by a logarithmic reduction in Salmonella levels
in the egg. The relative humidity of the air can range from 60% to 100%. Sanitizing agents
such as chlorinated water solution can be added into the humidity controlled air to achieve
inactivation of surface microorganisms. At the end of the pasteurization process, the eggs
are typically cooled by exposing the eggs to temperatures below the pasteurization "hold"
temperature using refrigeration, by spray or currents of cooled humidity controlled air. A
heating period of 70 min or more at 57.2 ̊C using convection currents of
humidity-controlled air resulted in no surviving salmonella spp. being detected in the
geometric center of raw shell eggs (Brackett, et al., 2001).
1.4.2.4 Microwave technology
In the electromagnetic spectrum, the microwave portion is between 300 and 3000 MHz.
Compared to the conventional thermal processing, microwave energy is supplied by an
electromagnetic field directly to the material. Energy is transferred due to the energy
conversion between electromagnetic energy to thermal energy rather than thermal
gradients in the conventional thermal processing (Thostenson and Chou (1999). The
heating rate of the shell egg components in microwave environment depends on their

dielectric properties. In the study of Dev, et al. (2008), when pasteurizing individual
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components in the beaker, the yolk was reported to heat up slower since it have lower
dielectric properties compared to the albumen. However, when pasteurizing in-shell, the
yolk got heated up faster than in the beaker and similar to albumen within the shell. The
possible reason for improved heating in-shell was proposed to be combination of egg
geometry, dielectric properties, and size (Dev, et al., 2008). Due to the issues of
non-uniformity of heating and the complexity in scaling up in industrial scale, microwave
treatment of shell eggs are still under investigation.
Lakins and others (2008) investigated the effect of a new directional microwave
technology (ITACA New Tech, Brescia, Italy) on reducing SE with two inoculum level
(105 CFU/mL and 102 CFU/mL) injected into the yolks of 12 white shell and 12 brown
shell eggs. The eggs were exposed to 2.45 GHz, corresponding to 12.2 cm wavelength, for
20 s. A CO2 treatment for 30 s was performed at the end of the microwave processing as a
method of rapid cooling (Lakins et al., 2008). Results indicated that approximately 2 log
reduction had been achieved with no significant differences in control pH, albumen pH, or
combination pH of the directional microwaved eggs or the nonmicrowaved eggs (Lakins et
al., 2008). In addition, directional microwaves used in this study did not cause an increase
in water loss compared to eggs under excessive heating (Lakins et al., 2008). However,
additional research needs to be conducted to further achieve 5 log reduction industry
standard, and to further investigate the changes of quality and nutritional parameters after
treatment.

1.4.2.5 Radio Frequency
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In the electromagnetic spectrum, the radio frequency portion is between 1 and 300 MHz.
Among this range, the main frequencies used for industrial heating lie in the range 10–
50 MHz. Within the latter range only selected frequencies (namely 13.56 ± 0.00678,
27.12 ± 0.16272 and 40.68 ± 0.02034 MHz) are permitted for industrial, scientific and
medical applications (Marra, et al., 2009). A novel method to pasteurize shell eggs using
radio frequency (RF) energy was developed by Geveke, et al. (2013). RF energy passed as
the eggs rotated along the rollers. The unique advantage of this technology over traditional
hot water immersion is its ability to heat the eggs from inside, while using controlled
streams of cool water to maintain the low temperature for heat sensitive albumen. The
treatment takes approximately 20 minutes, making it about three times faster than hot
water immersion. The RF process inactivated 5 log Salmonella Typhimurium in shell eggs
without changing the albumen appearance.
1.4.3 Non-thermal pasteurization (internal)
1.4.3.1 Irradiation
Irradiation as a food preservation technology has been studied for more than seven decades.
The mechanism of irradiation for decontamination or sterilization is that irradiation results
in the formation of hydroxyl radicals, which further react with the DNA of microorganisms
or insects (Moy, et al. (2005). Examples of sources for food irradiation are gamma rays,
electron beams, and converted X-rays. The dose used in food irradiation plays a major role
in determining the reactions and effects. It can be categorized as low dose (<1 kGy),
medium dose (1-10 kGy), and high dose (>10 kGy) (Moy, Barbosa-Cánovas, Tapia and
Cano (2005). So far, there has been no irradiated shell eggs on the market. This slow

acceptance is for all the irradiated food products, the possible reason for which was
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reported to be the misunderstanding of the consumers to relate irradiation to nuclear power
used in World War II (Moy, Barbosa-Cánovas, Tapia and Cano (2005).
Research studies have been carried out to investigate the effect of irradiation on
decontamination of shell eggs (Tellez et al., 1995; Serrano et al., 1997). 108 Colony
Forming Unit (CFU) of SE were applied to the shell surface of eggs and results showed that
the effect of irradiation on reduction of SE on surface shell and internal shell membranes
were different (Tellez et al., 1995). With 1 kGy irradiation, 3.9 log reduction in detectable
SE in the shell surface had been achieved, while only 95% reduction in detectable SE in the
internal shell membranes had been achieved. When the dose of irradiation increased into
either 2 or 3 kGy, there were non-detectable levels of SE in both the shell surface and
internal membranes. Furthermore, the irradiation caused significant adverse effect on
Haugh unites and yolk color (Tellez et al., 1995). Serrano and others (1997) used different
inoculation methods by dipping the eggs in SE inoculum for 20 min as surface inoculation,
and injecting 1 mL of 108 cells per milliliter of SE culture using a sterile syringe for
internal inoculation. X-rays irradiation with dose of 0.5 kGy was sufficient to eliminate all
SE from the surface of whole shell. But for SE inside of the shell, 1.5 kGy is required for
SE inactivation. Also, thermal characteristics of egg white, the color of yolk and whites,
were not adversely affected by an irradiation dose of 1.5 kGy (Serrano et al., 1997). After
demonstrating the effect of irradiation on eliminating pathogens from eggs, research
studies have been focused on the quality of irradiated eggs and irradiated egg products
(Wong & Kitts, 2003; Al-Bachir & Zeinou, 2006; Yun et al., 2012). Electron beam
irradiation (EBI), as a novel in-shell pasteurization technique, has been shown to reduce

the inoculated Listeria monocytogenes (LM), Escherichia coli O157:H7 and ST to an
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undetectable level at 2, 3 and 4 kGy dosages (Wong & Kitts, 2003). The irradiation
treatment with 2, 3 and 4 kGy did not affect the egg yolk index; however, it led to loss of
egg white quality associated with a decrease of Haugh unit (Wong & Kitts, 2003). The
authors proposed that irradiation can induce rupture of the albuminous sac and loss or
thinning of thick albumen (Wong & Kitts, 2003). Physicochemical qualities of albumens
and yolks during storage have been assessed in this study. An increase of free sulf-hydryl
(SH) groups suggested protein denaturation during storage, but increasing the dosage did
not lead to the increase of free SH groups (Wong & Kitts, 2003). Results indicated that the
lipid oxidation in the egg yolk was not induced after irradiation treatment (Wong & Kitts,
2003). As to the functional qualities, the emulsifying capacity and the gelling ability of the
irradiated egg yolk were not affected, even though the emulsion stability was reduced with
the use of irradiated egg yolk (Wong & Kitts, 2003). Another study exposed packed eggs to
gamma radiation at doses of 0, 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5 kGy (Al-Bachir & Zeinou, 2006). No
significant differences was found in the saturated fatty acids (C14:0; C16:0; C18:0); and
the thiobarbituric acid (TBARS) values (an indicator of oxidative degradation of lipids)
between the yolk lipid extracted from irradiated eggs and that of nonirradiated ones
(Al-Bachir & Zeinou, 2006). Also, results from the sensory evaluation did not show
significant differences between mayonnaises prepared from irradiated and nonirradiated
egg yolks (Al-Bachir & Zeinou, 2006).
1.4.4 Liquid non-thermal Surface Bactericidal Treatments

1.4.4.1 Electrolyzed oxidative (EO) water
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Electrolyzed oxidizing or oxidative (EO) water is an antimicrobial agent that was initially
developed and widely used in Japan for several years. EO water is produced by
electrolyzing a diluted salt solution in an electrolytic cell, containing the anode and
cathode separated by a membrane. When the direct current voltage was applied, the
anode side will be accumulated with negatively charged ions (chloride and hydroxide),
which give up electrons and become oxygen gas, chlorine gas, hypochlorite ion,
hypochlorous acid and hydrochloric acid. This part of the electrolyzed acid water is EO
water with pH 2.3-2.7 and high oxidation-reduction potential (ORP) (>1100 mV)(Hsu,
2005). EO water has many advantages over most traditional preservation methods such as
sodium hypochlorite (NaClO). For example, it is more effective, cheaper and does no
harm to the human body (Mori, et al., 1997). In addition, EO water can go back to the
ordinary water when contacting with organic matter, making it friendlier to the
environment (Huang, et al., 2008). However, EO water is associated with problems such
as chlorine gas emission, metal corrosion and so on (Huang, Hung, Hsu, Huang and
Hwang, 2008). More importantly, the antimicrobial activity of EO water reduces rapidly
if EO water is not continuously supplied with hydrogen ion, chorine, and hypochlorous
acid during electrolyzing process (Kiura, et al., 2002).
The efficacy of EO water on microbial safety and quality of shell eggs have been
investigated in various research studies (Russell, 2003; Bialka, et al., 2004; Cao, et al.,
2009). One study sprayed tap water (2 repetitions) or EO water (4 repetitions) onto the
inoculated eggs using two electrostatic spray nozzles for 15 s each hour for 24 h (Russell,
2003). After 1 hour drying, microbial analysis indicated that EO water completely

eliminated all Salmonella Typhimurium (ST) on 3 (20%), 7 (46.7%), 1 (6.7%), and 8
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(53.3%) eggs of 15 tested in Repetitions 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Furthermore, for
eggs that remained positive, the number of ST remaining was significantly reduced by a
minimum of 4 log when compared to the tap water controls (Russell, 2003). Bialka and
others (2004) conducted a series of studies to understand the efficacy of EOW on
microbial safety and quality of eggs. It was concluded in the first study that acidic EO
water treatment (pH 2.7, ORP 1150 mV) was more effective at killing the bacteria than
the alkaline EO water treatment (pH 11.4, ORP −795 mV). The second study was aimed
at comparing EO water treatment with a commercial detergent-sanitizer treatment for the
decontamination of shell eggs, artificially inoculated with SE. Results showed that EO
water treatment achieved reduction of ≥ 2.1 log, which was significantly greater than the
microbial log reduction of 1.7 obtained by commercial detergent-sanitizer treatments. On
the egg quality side, acidic EO water (pH of 2.1–2.7) and ORP of 1150 mV was shown to
have no significant effect on albumen height or eggshell strength but there were
significant effects on cuticle presence. Although acidic EO water was showed effective in
the studies above, Cao and others (2009) pointed out the application of acid EOW was
limited, since at pH≤2.7 dissolved Cl2 gas can be rapidly lost due to volatilization,
decreasing the bactericidal activity of the solution with time (Len et al., 2000). To
improve the process, slightly acidic electrolyzed water (SAEW) with a pH value of 5.0–
6.5 is under investigation to examine its effect on inactivation of SE and its contaminated
shell eggs (Cao et al., 2009). It was concluded that SAEW with a near-neutral pH value
exhibits an equivalent or higher bactericidal activity for shell eggs compared to acidic EO
water and NaClO solution, and is effective not only in reducing or eliminating SE on

shell eggs (>5 log reduction), but could also prevent cross-contamination of processing
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environments due to no viable cells in the SAEW after washing treatment.
1.4.5 Surface Bactericidal Treatments using electromagnetic waves
1.4.5.1 Ultraviolet light technology
The effectiveness of Ultraviolet (UV) technology as a disinfectant has been well known
for over six decades. UV can be divided into different groups according to the
wavelength range: long-wave UV (UVA) from 315 nm to 400 nm, medium wave UV
(UVB) between 280nm and 315 nm, and short-wave UV (UVC) from 200 nm to 280 nm
(Bolton, 1999). UVC is commonly used as a disinfectant since the most microorganisms
absorb UV light at 254 nm. The UV damages the DNA of microbe cells by leading to the
formation of a dimer from two adjacent thymines in DNA chains, further inhibiting the
replication of DNA (Guerrero-Beltr and Barbosa-C, 2004).
As an emerging technology applied in food and beverage industries, microbial safety and
stability of UV treated food products including shell eggs are still under investigation.
Chavez et al. (2002) compared two ultraviolet irradiation systems to test the effect on the
reduction of eggshell aerobic microflora. The first system, a hand operated egg roller and
eggs, were exposed to UV treatment (7.35 mW/cm2) for 0, 15, 30, and 60 s. The largest
reduction achieved was a 2 to 3 log/egg APC reduction after exposure to 60 s of UV.
Another system was a prototype machine containing a chamber equipped with UV lights
and an egg conveyor system that rotated eggs as they passed through the chamber.
Exposed to a UV treatment of 7.5 mW/cm2 for 48 s, a significant reduction of 1 to 2
log/egg APC had been obtained compared to the untreated controls. The results revealed
the first system was more effective, suggesting that fewer revolutions at longer intervals

could give more complete exposure of the egg to UV radiation. The effect of UV
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radiation with two intensities on inactivation of SE externally inoculated on shell eggs
has been investigated in the study of Rodriguez-Romo and Yousef (2005). Using 100
μW/cm2, two minutes treatment obtained a 2.6 log reduction of SE compared to the
untreated controls. Using UV treatments of 1500 to 2500 μW/cm2 for 1, 3, and 5 min
reduced SE populations by 3.4, 3.0, and 4.3 log units, respectively. De Reu, et al. (2006a)
investigated the effect of UV light on the microbial load both internal and external of the
shell egg. In the study, the eggs were treated on a double roller conveyor belt with UV
light (253.7 nm) at an intensity of 10 mW/cm2. Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus
aureus were inoculated on shell egg surfaces and into the egg contents inside the shell.
Log reductions of 3 and 4 log CFU per eggshell were obtained for both microorganisms
by UV treatment for 4.7 and 18.8 s, respectively. However, the UV treatment did not
affect the internal bacterial contamination of shell eggs. In order to maximize the
exposured surface area for the decontamination of food using UV light, Sommers, et al.
(2010) rotated the shell eggs by 90° four times during exposure to an UVC (254 nm) with
dose rate of 10 mW/cm2/s at a 20 cm distance. A log reduction of 0.3-0.5 and 0.98 of SE
inoculated onto shell eggs were obtained at less than 2 J/cm2 and at 4 J/cm2, respectively.
It was suspected that the relatively low log reductions were a result from the potential
formation of protective biofilms during the two-day 25 ̊C storage prior to treatment.
1.4.5.2 Pulsed light technology (surface)
Pulsed light is a technology that utilizes short time pulses of an intense broad spectrum
for surface decontamination of foods. Compared to the classical UVC treatment that
works in a continuous mode, pulsed light is produced by first storing electricity in a

capacitor fractions of a second) and then releasing in a short time (millionths or
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thousandths of a second) (Gómez-López, et al., 2007).
Keklik and others (2009) used a novel Pulsed UV-Light System (XENON Corporation,
Wilmington, MA) to generate a 1.27 J/cm2/pulse of radiant energy at 1.5 cm below the
lamp surface, producing a polychromatic radiation in the wavelength range of 100 to
1100 nm, with 54% of the energy being in the UV-light region. Shell eggs were
inoculated with SE on a 2x1 cm area on the top surface, and then were treated without
any rotation for 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 seconds at 9.5 and 14.5 cm from the UV-strobe
in a chamber. At a distance of 9.5 cm from the UV-strobe, the maximum reduction was
5.3 CFU/cm2 after 20 s or 30 s treatment. There was no difference in visual appearance of
samples before and after treatment. When the distance was changed to 14.5 cm, treatment
for 1, 3, 5, 10, and 15 s achieved less microbial reduction compared to those at 9.5 cm.
However, 20 s or 30 s treatment obtained the same SE reduction of 5.3 CFU/cm2 on the
shell eggs. The quality atttibutes of pulsed UV-light treated shell eggs have been
evaluated in the study of Keklik, et al. (2010). There were no significant changes after 3,
10, or 20 s treatment at 9.5 or 14.5 cm distance on shell eggs in terms of albumen height,
eggshell strength or the cuticle presence.
1.4.6 Bactericidal treatments using gases
1.4.6.1 Ozone (internal and surface)
Ozone has been classified as a GRAS (Generally Recognized as Safe) chemical in 1997
(Guzel-Seydim, et al., 2004). Ozone is approved as a food additive that may be safely
used as an antimicrobial agent in the treatment, storage, and processing of certain foods
under certain conditions (21 CFR 173.368). Ozone (O3) is the triatomic oxygen, formed
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by combining a free radical of oxygen and a molecular oxygen. It is generated by either a
source of ultraviolet radiation or a high-energy electrical field such as corona discharge,

in which a oxygen-containing gas passes through (Tapp and Rice, 2012). The bactericidal
effects of ozone on various organisms (Gram-positive and Gram-negative bacteria as well
as spores), was reported to result from the effect of ozone on the constituents of cell
membrane and cell wall as well as enzymes and nucleic acids in the cell (Greene, et al.,
2012). Ozone reverts back to oxygen status after a relatively short period of time, leaving
it friendly to the environment and personnel. However, due to its short half-life, ozone
cannot be stored and need to be generated upon request, thus increasing the cost when
compared to chlorine (Bott, 1991).
Ozone, as a gaseous state, has been utilized in several research studies to control the
microbial safety and quality of shell eggs. High concentration gaseous ozone (15 lb/in2)
was shown to effectively achieve larger than 5 log reduction of SE on the surface of the
inoculated eggs after 10 min treatment (Rodriguez-Romo and Yousef, 2005).
Rodriguez-Romo and others (2007) conducted further research to determine qualitatively
the penetration of ozone gas at high concentration (12 to 14% wt/wt O3 in O2) across egg
shells by calculating the discoloration of indigotrisulfonate solution filled in the empty
whole shells. However, further study of inactivating SE inside the egg shells is needed to
explore the mechanism. Also, the efficiency of the penetration of ozone is questioned
when considering the fact that organic material and proteins on the egg shells, outer and
inner membranes could have reacted with ozone (Koidis et al., 2000). Perry and others
(2008) inoculated the sanitized eggs by introducing the SE cell suspension near the
vitelline membrane and then treated the eggs with either ozone, heat alone, or heat-ozone

combination. Results showed that treatment with ozone alone is not effective against
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internal SE; however, heat–ozone combination eliminated 4.2 log of SE population. It
was proposed that heating shell eggs increased permeability of their membranes to ozone
gas (Perry et al., 2008). Pasteurized shell eggs available in the marketplace today are all
thermally heated. Therefore, it is important to conduct consumer acceptance study about
egg treated with a novel technology such as ozone. Research has been conducted to
investigate visual perception and consumer acceptance of ozone-treated eggs as
compared to untreated and thermal-treated eggs (Kamotani et al., 2010) and it was
concluded that the ozone pasteurization had no negative detectable sensory effects.
1.4.6.2 Gas Plasma (surface)
There are few research studies focusing on the use of a nonthermal gas plasma device to
decontaminate the surface of shell eggs. These studies have both utilized indirect plasma
treatment by after-flow ionized gas. A Gas Plasma air ionizer has been used to generate
gas plasma into a cabinet, where contaminated eggs were exposed for 5 min or 20 min
(Davies and Breslin, 2003). It was concluded that ionized air failed to show any
significant effect since the Salmonella-positive eggs rate of the treated eggs (29.2%) and
the controls (27.1%) were similar (Davies and Breslin, 2003). However, comparison of 5
min and 20 min plasma treatments showed that increasing treatment time achieved a
higher decontamination rate (Davies and Breslin, 2003). Moreover, the authors
mentioned the longer time for air-dry after surface SE inoculation could result in die-off
of SE on egg surfaces (Davies and Breslin, 2003). Using a resistive barrier discharge
system, Ragni and others (2010) exposed surface SE inoculated shell eggs to gas plasma
for different times: 0, 10, 20, 30, 45, 60, and 90 min at two humidity conditions (Relative
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Humidity (RH) is 35% or 65%). It was found that an exposure of 10 to 20 min to plasma
treatment resulted in a decrease of 1.0 to 1.6 log CFU/eggshell, in comparison to
untreated controls. The maximum reductions were achieved after 90 min of plasma

treatment, which were 2.5 log CFU/eggshell and 4.5 log CFU/eggshell using air with low
and high RH (35%, 65%), respectively. Concerning the treated egg quality analysis, it
was concluded that there was no significant difference between treated eggs and
untreated controls for the albumen pH, the weight loss, and the yolk index. In addition,
SEM analysis indicated that cuticle and inner surface of the inner shell membrane were
not significantly affected by the plasma treatment.
1.5 Atmospheric Cold Plasma (ACP)
1.5.1 Plasma
Plasma is called the fourth state of matter. It is generated by supplying energy to a neutral
gas. In this process, the atoms in the gas molecule will be stripped of at least one electron
in their outer shells, which is called ionization. When the gas is not fully ionized, plasma
is composed of photons, electrons, ions, free radicals and gas molecules in permanent
interaction (Moreau et al., 2008).
1.5.2 Plasma Classification
Plasmas can be divided into low- and high-temperature plasmas. Low-temperature
plasmas can be further divided into thermal and nonthermal plasmas (Figure 1.3).
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Figure 1.3 Category of Plasma according to Rutscher (2008)
Thermal plasmas are plasmas in thermal and charge equilibrium. The temperature of
electrons in the thermal plasma is equal or near equal to the ion and neutral gas
temperatures (Ehlbeck et al., 2011). Examples of thermal plasmas are arcs plasmas.
Applications include arc welding and plasma torch for profile cutting, welding and
spraying (Harry, 2011).
On the other hand, nonthermal plasmas are classified as non-equilibrium plasmas. A
physicist defines a nonthermal plasma as a state where the temperature (energy) of free
electrons are much higher than that of the neutral gas temperature (Ehlbeck et al., 2011).
The conditions are independent of the gas pressure (e.g. atmospheric or reduced pressure).
The average gas temperature in a nonthermal plasma based on a Physicists’ definition
may easily exceed 100 ̊C up to 400 ̊C (Schutze, et al., 1998). From a food scientist’s
perspective, while not under consensus, a more narrow definition has emerged. A
non-thermal plasma that does measureably increase the suface or gas temperature (less

than 40 ̊C increase) are referred to as an atmospheric pressure cold plasmas (ACP).
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Generally, ACP is generated by electric discharges under near ambient temperature and
atmospheric pressure. ACP is of interest, both technically and industrially for the food
industries because this does not require extreme conditions such as high pressure, high
temperature or vacuum (Misra et al., 2011).
1.5.3 Atmospheric pressure Plasma sources
1.5.3.1 Dielectric barrier discharges (DBD)
The most popular cold atmospheric plasma sources are based on DBD (Bárdos and
Baránková, 2010). It is typically generated between two plane-parallel metal electrodes.
At least one of these electrodes is covered by a dielectric barrier. DBD require alternating
voltages for operations since the dielectric cannot pass a direct current (Kogelschatz,
2003). The gap between the two electrodes ranges from micrometers to centimeters. In
order to transport current in the gap, the electric field needs to be high enough to cause
breakdown in the gas. There are a variety of different setup designs, constructions,
electrodes, and dielectric barriers for DBD sources. Figure 1.4 shows the most common
DBD setups.
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Figure 1.4 Diagrams of the most common DBD setups modified based on Wagner et al.,
(2013). (a) Planar with only one electrode covered with dielectric, (b) Planar with dielectric
barrier at both electrodes, (c) Planar with dielectric barrier in the discharge gap, (d)
Cylindrical with dielectric barrier on high voltage electrode, (e) Coplanar setup where both
electrodes are embedded inside the dielectric.
1.5.3.2 Corona discharge
A corona discharge is an electrical discharge brought on by the ionization of a gas
surrounding a conductor that is electrically energized. It takes its name from the
crown-like appearance of the gas flares of ionized gas surrounding the Sun, which can be
seen during a total sun eclipse (Harry, 2011). A corona discharge usually appears near
sharp electrode geometries such as needles, edges or thin wires where the electric field
around the electrode is large enough to accelerate randomly produced electrons up to the
ionization energy level of surrounding gas atoms or molecules (Ehlbeck, 2011). The

typical electrode geometry is a sharp, curved electrode arranged in counterpart to a flat
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one (point-to-plate geometry), which is modified based on Tendero et al., (2006) and
showed in Figure 1.5.

Figure 1.5 Point to plate corona discharge
1.5.3.3 Atmospheric pressure plasma jets (APPJs)
The atmospheric pressure plasma jets (called APPJs after Scutze et al., 1998) are
non-thermal, typically operated in the radio frequency (13.56 or 27.12 MHz). The setups
(Figure 1.6) consist of ring or two coaxial electrodes between which a gas flows at high
rates (Laroussi, 2002). Two metal electrodes are separated by a small distance. APPJ is a
capacitive coupled plasma because its configuration is similar in principle to a capacitor
in an electric circuit, with one of two electrodes connected to the power supply, and the
other one grounded. APPJ is of interest in biomedical area due to its ability to penetrate
into complex geometries such narrow gaps like cavities or capillaries. Kim, et al. (2010)
have developed a cold plasma jet operating at 20 kHz alternating current using nitrogen

under atmospheric pressure. This APPJ has temperatures lower than 33 °C, making it
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promising to be applied in biomedical research.

Figure 1.6 Diagrams of APPJs modified based on Ehlbeck, et al. (2011) (a) using one
powered ring electrode, (b) composed of two coaxial electrodes with a dielectric barrier in
between.
1.5.3.4 Microwave discharge
Microwaves are electromagnetic waves at with frequencies between 300 MHz and 300
GHz (Sorrentino and Bianchi, 2010). They are generated by a magnetron, and are guided
to the process chamber by wave guides or coaxial cables. The magnetrons are working in
the gigahertz frequency range, typically at 2.45 GHz (Ehlbeck, 2011). Microwave
discharge is a non-electrode, torch-like setup compared to DBD. Figure 1.7 shows the
most common microwave discharges (pictures from Ehlbeck 2011). Typical consumed
power is in the range of some hundreds of watts up to kilowatts, depending on duty cycle.
Depending on the consumed power, neutral gas temperatures can be between room

temperature and up to 5000 °C (Uhm, et al., 2006). Therefore, it is not clear whether
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microwave discharge belongs to non-equilibrium plasma or not (Ehlbeck, 2011).

Figure 1.7 Diagram of microwave discharge, modified based on Ehlbeck et al. (2011) (a)
Resonant cavity plasmas using different kinds of resonators (e.g. round or cylindrical) to
induce peaking of field intensity in the center of the resonator, (b) MW plasma torches.
1.5.3.5 HVACP
A novel High Voltage Atmospheric Cold Plasma (HVACP) technology has been
developed through research at Purdue University (US20120183437 A1) (Keener and
Klockow, 2010). In this system, ACP was generated in a DBD system, where the gas
inside a package material (dielectric barrier) was passed between two parallel electrodes,
with a voltage differential to generate reactive gas species. Fill gas can include air, O2,
CO2, N2, He, Air, or combination thereof. The RGS generated was reported to have
bactericidal, fungicidal, sporicidal, and viricidal characteristics, and would convert back
into the original package gas (e.g., air) within 24 hours leaving no chemical residuals.
The PK-1 system achieved more than 5 log reduction in treated spinach (Klockow &
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Keener, 2009) and bacterial spores (Keener et al., 2012) within seconds to minutes. When
compared with chlorine dioxide gas and e-beam irradiation treatments for the inactivation
of Salmonella enterica and Escherichia coli O157:H7 on pre-inoculated tomato, lettuce
and cantaloupe seeds, HVACP achieved 4 log CFU/g reduction without affecting
germination percentage (Trinetta et al., 2011). The PK-2 130 system (Phenix
Technologies, Accident, Maryland, USA) can generate voltage as high as 130 kV. On the
control panel (shown in Figure 1.8), the black voltage rotary knob was connected to the
variable voltage control to change the voltage input. For the commonly used high voltage
range (20-90 kV), very little current (0.2-1.0 mA) is required. This in-packaged treatment
approach has been used to inactivate Listeria innocua on sliced, ready-to-eat meat
product (bresaola) packed in 30% O2/70% Ar (Rod et al., 2012), as well as the mixture of
isolates: Listeria monocytogenes, Lactobacillus sakei, and Photobacterium phosphoreum
on fish slices packed in an Ar/CO2 gas mixture (Chiper et al., 2011). But the voltages
used in these studies, such as 27 kV (Rod et al., 2012), 11-13kV (Chiper et al., 2011)
were much lower than HVACP voltage in the current study.

Figure 1.8 Control Panel
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1.5.3.5.1 Setup
An example of the setup is shown in the Figure 1.9 below:

Figure 1.9 One example of system setup
The system setup consists of (from top to bottom): Top electrode, Top cutting board, Box
sealed in Cryovac® Bag, Bottom cutting board, Bottom electrode. Layout is shown in the
pictures below (Figure 1.10).

Figure 1.10 Layout of the system setup
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1.5.3.5.1.1 Dielectric material

A dielectric material is an insulating material or a very poor conductor of electric current.
The packaging film, plastic containers and cutting boards act as the dielectric materials in
the HVACP system. These materials can range from low-density polyethylene (LDPE),
high density polyethylene (HDPE), and polyethylene terephthalate (PET) to polyvinyl
chloride (PVC). Materials were chosen based on their electrical and thermal properties.
The electrical properties of major importance in dielectric material selection include the
dielectric constant, loss tangent, dielectric strength, surface resistance and arc resistance.
The thermal properties mainly include thermal conductivity and glass transition
temperature. Dielectric Constant (k) is a number relating the ability of a material to carry
alternating current to the ability of vacuum to carry alternating current. Table showed the
dielectric constant of some plastics and other materials used in the study.
Table 1.4 The dielectric constant of materials
Materials

Acrylic Polyethylene PVC

Polypropylene Nylon

Glass

Dielectric

1.9

1.5

3.7

2.2

3.4

2

constant

1.5.3.5.1.2 Package
A high-barrier polypropylene Cryovac® B2630 barrier film (Cryovac Sealed Air
Corporation, NJ, USA), used as a packaging film, has low permeability to water vapor,
oxygen and carbon dioxide. It has been widely used in food industry for moisture
enhanced pork or other meat product. The main properties are shown in Table 1.5.

Table 1.5 The main properties of Cryovac® B2630 barrier film
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1.5.3.5.1.3 Electrode
Electrodes can vary from aluminum plates to rectangular wrappings of copper wire coils
(Figure 1.11, Figure 1.12). The plates made of wrappings of copper wire showed relatively
stable ability since the plastic insulation encasing the copper wire worked as additional
dielectric barrier. The disadvantage of this type of electrode is that the plastic insulation
degrades over continuous treatment time (eg. 10 min). In addition, after treatment, these
electrodes become subjected to higher temperature due to heat transfer (eg. increased 30 °F
after 10 min treatment), thus reducing the efficiency of the treatment. It was concluded that
this type of electrode could be used for short-time treatment times (less than 5 min).
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Figure 1.11 Rectangular Wrappings of Wire Coils

Figure 1.12 Aluminum Plates

The aluminum electrodes do not have this heat transfer issue. For this type of electrode, in
order to prevent shortage of the circuit, it requires the used of dielectric barriers between
the two electrodes. If the electrodes fail to line up or get connected by other routes of
instead of through the package, this results in inefficient plasma generation, and dielectric
breakdown or short circuiting of the HVACP system.
1.5.3.5.2 Advantages
This HVACP technology offers a number of advantages over existing surface
decontamination technologies (e.g. chlorine dioxide, ozone rinsing etc.). HVACP is a dry
process that is carried out at room temperature and atmospheric pressure with minimal
energy input and cost. The HVACP process can be adapted to use with any package and gas
blend. The HVACP treatment results in no residual chemical effects, since all RGS convert
back to the original gas components (e.g. O2, CO2, N2 etc.). Therefore, it is safe for both the
operator and the environment. Compared to other technologies that require post-package
treatment (e.g. heat, irradiation, or high pressure processing), HVACP can prevent
recontamination from the post-packaging process. HVACP utilizes short treatment times
(seconds to minutes), suitable for industrial production speeds. HVACP’s flexible
technology design allows for easy adaptation into existing food processing lines.

1.6 Factors affecting microbial inactivation by ACP
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1.6.1 Mode of Exposure
There are two modes of exposure for microorganisms or food products in the Atmospheric
Pressure Plasma process, which can be classified as direct and indirect. If microorganisms
or food products contact directly with plasma reactive gas species (RGS) including charged
particles, positive and negative ions, electrons, free radicals, excited and non-excited
molecules and atoms, heat and UV photons, it is direct treatment. For the dielectric barrier
discharge used in HVACP, the direct treatment refers to the situation that the
microorganisms or food products are placed between two electrodes, treated within the
plasma field; By contrast, indirect treatment is exposure of the microorganisms to RGS
outside of the plasma field. One study has compared two mode of exposure when treating E.
coli suspensions (107 CFU ml-1) in the liquid media inside a sealed package by HVACP,
and found that the time to achieve complete bacterial inactivation for direct and indirect
treatment is 20 s and 45 s, respectively (Ziuzina et al., 2013). Direct treatment showed
better inactivation efficacy, but there was an opposite finding that indirect mode of
exposure was more effective than direct exposure in some cases (Han, 2013). It was
speculated that the recombination of reactive radicals occurred when reaching the indirect
exposed sample and generating RGS with stronger bactericidal effects. However, the
research did not specify which RGS that played this role. There is no agreement about
which mode of exposure can achieve higher microbial reduction. However, when
considering the technology application in food industry, the indirect treatment may prove
to be the most suitable for sensitive food product such as fruits and vegetables, in terms of
quality attributes.
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There are other definitions of mode of exposure. According to the study from Fridman et al.
(2007), an agar-covered Petri dish with bacteria (109 CFU) spreaded on its surface, was
placed inside the plasma field for the indirect treatment, but with a mesh 1 cm above the
petri dish. In this way, indirect treatment only exposed the bacteria with UV radiation and
longer wavelength photons (not vacuum UV), gas, radicals, and other longer living
particles created in the plasma gap between the mesh and the quartz-insulated electrode
above it. The direct treatment, without mesh, was shown to be more effective in microbial
inactivation compared with indirect treatment. To further understand the influence of the
direct and indirect plasma exposure to the bacteria, Vaze et al. (2010) compared 100%
direct plasma exposure, 75% direct exposure (achieved by reducing the number of active
electrodes), and indirect plasma exposure. The indirect plasma exposure in this study refers
to treatment by ozone (injection of the same amount of ozone as is produced by the plasma).
Results showed that decreasing the percentage of plasma exposure led to less microbial
reduction.
1.6.2 Voltage
The energy of ACP discharge is determined by the applied voltage and the frequency. The
voltages used in HVACP typically range from 20 kV to 90 kV. In the same condition,
higher voltage of the dielectric barrier discharge results in more RGS generation, which
further leads to a higher microbial inactivation efficiency (Deng et al., 2007). In the study
of Han (2013), HVACP treatment of E. coli in PBS at 40 kV, using air as a working gas type,
decreased the cell population by 1.8 and 1.6 log cycles after direct and indirect exposure,
respectively. When increasing the voltage to 50 kV, 3.4 and 7.9 log cycles of bacteria
population have been decreased from direct and indirect HVACP treatment, respectively.
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Another study showed 106 cells of S. aureus can be completely inactivated within 120 s at
a 18 kV applied voltage using an atmospheric non-thermal plasma jet and the sterilizing
efficiency improves greatly with an increase in the applied voltage (Liu et al., 2013). By
using an Optical Emission Spectroscopy (OES) as characterization tool, it was observed
that all the intensities of the emission lines, which correspond to OH, N2+, He and O,
increased when there was a rise in the applied voltage (Liu et al., 2013).
1.6.3 Treatment Time
The relationship between microbial inactivation effect and treatment time is usually
described by D value, which stands for decimal reduction time: the time required at a
certain temperature to kill 90% of the organisms being studied. However, if the relationship
is nonlinear, the microbial inactivation kinetics are analyzed by mathematical models. For
example, Yu et al. (2006) used the Baranyi model to describe inactivation kinetics of E. coli
after treatment with a cold atmospheric plasma pen and stated that the model fits the data
well. Figure 1.13 shows two examples of common plasma inactivation curves that are
commonly referred to by the terms “biphasic” and “triphasic” (Perni et al., 2006).
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Figure 1.13 Two common plasma inactivation kinetics curves: biphasic or triphasic.
Deng and others (2007) investigated effect of almond variety, growth stages of E. coli and
processing parameters on inactivation of E. coli on almonds by nonthermal plasma (NTP).
Results showed that the NTP reduction followed the 1st-order reaction kinetics, and the
reduction rate constants varied with almond types and grades. Moreover, the destruction
effect of NTP on E. coli inoculated on almond increased with the applied voltage and the
frequency. In the study of evaluating the efficacy of atmospheric pressure plasma (APP) on
decontamination of Listeria monocytogenes inoculated sliced cheese and ham, Song and
others (2009) reported the survival curves of APP treatment at 75 and 100 W with respect
to the exposure time were one-line curves, while those of 125 and 150 W were biphasic
curves in sliced cheese. It was observed in the biphasic curves that at the beginning
exposure time, the inactivation curves declines sharply, followed by a ‘tailing’ pattern with
a decline in inactivation rate after longer treatment time, which was in agreement with the
results obtained by Kayes et al. (2007) when treating the pathogens on agar media by
plasma. Kelly-Wintenberg et al. (1998) observed a different biphasic survivor curves for
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Staphylococcus aureus and Escherichia coli on plasma treated fabrics. Instead of a ‘tailing’
pattern at longer treatment time, the curves had a “shouldering’ pattern indicating that the
active species in the plasma react with the outer membrane of the cells during the first
phase. After this process has sufficiently advanced, the reactive species can then quickly
cause cell death, resulting in a rapid second phase. Frohling and others (2012) found both
types of inactivation curves in their study. A downward concavity was observed for L.
innocua at 10 and 20 W and an upward concavity was found for L. innocua at 40 W
(Frohling et al., 2012). Van Boekel (2002) gave an explanation to this phenomenon that an
upward concavity implies that the remaining cells are able to adapt to the applied stress and
downward concavity implies that the remaining cells became increasingly damaged. Perni
et al., (2006) compared an empirical model with Baranyi and Weibull models on modeling
the inactivation kinetics of Bacillus subtilis spores by nonthermal plasmas. It is proposed
that an empirical model seemed to better describe the obtained triphasic inactivation curves,
while the application of the Weibull model was better to the description of non-thermal
plasma biphasic curves inactivation (Perni et al., 2006).
HVACP treatment times are relatively short, from seconds to minutes, effectively reducing
microbial populations. Generally, increasing treatment time was shown to improve the
bactericidal effect (Ziuzina et al., 2013). In this study, the inactivation efficiency of
Escherichia coli ATCC 25922 by indirect plasma treatment increased gradually from less
than 1 log reduction after 15 s treatment to around 1.5 log reduction after 30 s treatment,
and sharply increased to complete inactivation (7 log) after 45 s treatment (Ziuzina et al.,
2013). Increased treatment time leads to greater RGS generation, increasing contact time
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between microorganisms and RGS, thus increasing the potential for greater bactericidal
effect.
1.6.4 Post-storage time
The post-storage time was defined as the storage time after the HVACP treatment.

Generally, the post-storage time is set as 24 hours since all the RGS are inverted back to the
original state after 24 hours, leaving no residual chemical species. However, it is important
to understand the effect of the post-storage time (less than 24 hours) on the plasma
inactivation efficiency. Ziuzina and others (2013) reported longer post-treatment storage
time allowed for diffusion and action of the residual RGS in liquid media containing
bacteria cells; thus, resulting in higher inactivation rates.
1.6.5 Humidity
The humidity inside the package can play an important role in the microbial inactivation
efficiency. The presence of water molecules produces OH radicals upon HVACP treatment,
which have strong bactericidal effects (Tanino et al., 2007). In addition, Dobrynin and
others (2011) speculated that the better efficiency of oxygen-water environment resulted
from the active peroxide species—cluster ions OH(H2O)n and H3O+(H2O)n compared to
only oxygen radicals in oxygen environment. Mahfoudh, et al. (2010) reported that the
humidified gaseous ozone have enhanced inactivation efficacy on spores compared to dry
gaseous ozone, and concluded that the humidity can lead to the swelling of the spore and
further contribute to the diffusion of reactive oxygen species to the core.
1.6.6 Gas composition
The gas compositions mainly used in ACP include air, N2, O2, helium, argon. Some are a
single gas, such as atmospheric pressure helium plasma in a DBD system (Poiata et al.,
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2010); or a DBD plasma jet using atmospheric pressure argon (Guimin et al., 2009). Some
compositions are blends of either two or more gases, such as using helium and O2 (Lee et
al., 2006). The gas composition determines the active species generated during ACP
treatment. Chiang et al. (2010) tested pure N2, pure O2, and compressed air as working
gases in a parallel-plate dielectric barrier discharge jet (APPJ). This study found that gas
temperatures of the APPJ containing more oxygen are lower than those containing more

nitrogen. A lower gas temperature is more optimal since it will reduce the damage potential
to the biomedical devices or food product quality when inactivating bacterial cells. The
infrared absorption spectra showed strong absorption peak of ozone was clearly observed
in compressed air and O2 discharges. It was observed that O2 APPJ generates higher
concentration of ozone than air APPJ. However, air APPJ achieved the highest reduction of
E. coli and B. subtilis, which might be due to the reactive nitrogen species existing in air
APPJ assisting in the microbial inactivation process. Sureshkumar et al. (2010) also
reported that after the addition of oxygen into the N2 plasma, reactive nitrogen species
(RNS) or reactive oxygen species (ROS) formed and had an etching effect on bacterial
cells. Argon (Ar) and helium (He) are referred to as noble gases. The addition of these
gases at low concentrations reduces the ionization voltage required for plasma initiation
described by the Penning effect (Fridman, 2008). Basically, Ar and He may serve in
speeding up the microbial inactivation process. Lim et al. (2007) compared Ar/O2 plasma
jet with He/O2 plasma jet and concluded that the former had better sterilizing efficacy than
the later one. This may be due to the higher initial relative intensity of excited atomic
oxygen in the Ar/O2 plasma jet. So, the ROS from the Ar/O2 plasma jet can survive over a
relatively long distance, while most ROS from the He/O2 plasma jet disperse quickly due to
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the ambient air (Lim et al., 2007). Shakir et al. (2006) also have shown that oxygen radicals
are generated more effectively in Ar than in He, by using a radio frequency power
afterglow plasma.
Han (2013) investigated the effect of gas composition on HVACP inactivation efficiency

by comparing Gas 1 (Air), Gas 2 (10% O2, 90% N2), and Gas 3 (65% O2, 30% CO2, 5% N2).
HVACP generated 3.4, 2.8 and 6.6 log reduction of E. coli ATCC 25922 in direct mode of
exposure by using Gas 1, 2, and 3, respectively. However, it was noted that not all the
results were in support of the theory that package gas composition with higher oxygen
would always achieve higher inactivation efficiency. For example, in the case of
non-toxigenic strain E. coli NCTC 12900, Gas 1 obtained 1.6 log reduction, which was
similar in inactivation level as 1.8 log reduction achieved by using Gas 2. When comparing
to the complete inactivation achieved by Gas 3, the role of CO2 content of gas blends in
microbial reduction should be taken into consideration. During plasma treatment, carbon
monoxide is a resultant RGS produced from the decomposition of carbon dioxide (Mahesh
& Akira, 2010), and was indicated to be able to trigger a significant alternation in the
transcriptome of E. coli (Nobre et al., 2009).
1.6.7 Different systems
Up to now, the comparison among DBD, corona, APPJ, and other devices for microbial
decontamination is virtually impossible (Ehlbeck, 2011). Experimental setups vary from
one to another, even if the same kind of discharge is used across devices. Besides, when
comparing the microbial inactivation results, the experimental conditions including
humidity, gas temperature, etc. must be taken into account. A single variance can have a
significant effect on outcomes.

1.6.8 Category of Microorganisms
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Generally, the resistance of different microorganisms to plasma treatment occurs in the
following order (low to high): Gram-negative organisms (E. coli, Campylobacter jejuni, S.
typhimurium), Gram-positive organisms (Staphylococcus aureus, Listeria
monocytogenens), fungi (S. cerevisiae), and the spore-forming bacterial pathogens
(Bacillus cereus, Bacillus subtilis) (Ramos, 2008; Lee et al., 2006). Gram-positive cell
walls are composed of approximately 90% peptidoglycan (a sugar-amino acid polymer
chain) while Gram-negative cell walls only comprise of approximately 10%. The higher
peptidoglycan content and more compact structure of Gram-positive cell walls result in an
increased resistance to destructive situations (such as ultraviolet radiation, desiccation,
high temperature, extreme freezing and chemical disinfectants) when compared with
Gram-negative cells (Ramos, 2008). As compared with vegetative cells, the destruction of
endospores has proven to be more difficult. When confronted with extremely harsh and
unfavorable conditions, some spore-forming bacteria have the ability to form endospores
to lie dormant and survive without nutrients; in which state, the genetic material of the cell
is located in a compact core protected by a wall and several protein-based wall-like layers
or "coat" (Laroussi et al., 2006). Under the same treatment conditions, images obtained by
scanning electron micrograph (SEM) showed the cells of E. coli were heavily damaged
with lost membrane integrity and distributed cytoplasm; while no morphological change
was observed on plasma-treated B. subtilis (Laroussi et al., 2003). Moreover, the
observation of different inactivation kinetics of four mutants of Bacillus globiggi when
exposed to a DBD air plasma, clearly indicated that the biochemical composition of the
outer spore coats plays a vital role in its survival capabilities (Laroussi et al., 2006).

1.6.9 Phases of bacterial growth
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There are four different phases of bacterial growth: the lag phase, the exponential or log
growth phase, the stationary phase, and the death phase. Stationary phase cells are
generally thought of as being more resistant to detrimental treatments than cells in the
exponential phase (Dodd et al., 1997). Unexpectedly, Yu et al. (2006) compared cells of E.
coli K12 harvested from mid-exponential, late exponential and stationary phases of growth,
and found that exponential phase cells were less vulnerable to plasma treatment than those
from the stationary phase. Further study is required to better understand the transition from
exponential to the stationary phase at the molecular level.
1.6.10 Initial cell concentration
Deng et al. (2005) investigated the effect of microbial loading on B. subtilis spores’
resistance to atmospheric pressure glow discharges (APGD). This study compared
different initial spore densities: 106, 107, 108, and 109 per filter, and found that higher spore
densities have greater resistance, which may result from the “stacking effect” (Deng et al.,
2005). A high density of spores will form a multilayered structure. The top layers of spores
are most vulnerable. After being inactivated, the top layers of spores will act as a physical
barrier to protect those beneath them from plasma penetration. Vleugels et al. (2005)
reported the denser surface density of the biofilm-forming bacterium Pantoeaagglomerans
for 24-h sample set achieved with a lower plasma-induced inactivation rate when
compared with 12-h sample set. However, one study involving the sterilization of B.
subtilis spores at various densities (105, 106, 107 CFU) in various surface areas (small,
mid-size, wide), using atmospheric pressure cold plasma, showed no difference in the
sterilization effect from the exposed surface area to the plasma (Lee et al., 2006).

1.6.11 Water content of microorganism suspension
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Tanino et al. (2007) prepared two different Bacillus subtilis samples under both a dry and a
wet condition, respectively. The results indicated that a wet method destroyed spores more
readily in comparison to the dry method. It is hypothesized that the OH radicals produced
from the presence of H2O under wet conditions may enhance the effect of sterilization. In
addition, the current flowing through spores is increased by adding water; and both water
addition as well as heat, may have induced the transition from spores to vegetative cells
(Tanino et al., 2007).
1.6.12 Conductivity of microorganism suspension
Tanino et al. (2007) conducted DBD sterilization of the Bacillus subtilis samples in a dry
method with addition of different concentrations of salt water. Results showed that the
addition of a 4 g/L salt solution significantly enhanced the effect of sterilization. However,
8 g/L or more salt solution decreased the effect compared to just the addition of pure water.
So, it appears that highly conductive liquid acts as a shield to protect the spores from the
electrical discharge causing cell membrane breakdown (Tanino et al., 2007).
1.6.13 Surface characters of substrate materials
Different types of substrate materials exposing microorganism cells under the same plasma
treatment conditions might have different germicidal efficiency. According to (Miao and
Yun, 2011) results comparing substrate materials, the sequence of germicidal efficiency
was determined that polyethylene terephthalate (PET)>polyvinyl chloride
(PVC)>polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) films. It was concluded that the smaller the contact
angle to the water on the polymer material, the better the surface wettability. Therefore, the
larger the area the drop of bacterial suspension covered on the material surface, the greater
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the exposure potential for the bacteria to the plasma (Miao and Yun, 2011). Yun et al. (2010)
also reported D10 values for L. monocytogenes on disposable plastic trays were smaller
than those on aluminum foil, and paper cups. According to the conclusion that inactivation
efficiency of microorganisms on polystyrene decreased with the addition of sodium
carbonate (Wang et al., 2008), Yun et al. (2010) indicated the carbonate pigment coated on
paper cups might explain the higher resistance of L. monocytogenes on it, rather than on
disposable plastic trays, which are composed of polystyrene.
1.6.14 pH
Ikawa et al. (2010) investigated the effect of pH in aqueous solutions using low
temperature atmospheric pressure plasma induced bacterial inactivation. Results from this
study indicated that under neutral or weakly acidic conditions (pH=6.5), plasma could
hardly inactivate E. coli or Leuconostoc citreum (a lactic acid bacteria). However, under
acidic conditions (pH<4.7), bacterial inactivation occurred very rapidly for both E. coli and
acidophilic L. citreum. The detailed D values under different pH are showed in Table 1.6.
Table 1.6 D values obtained for E. coli and L. citreum in various pH solutions
pH
D value

3.7

4.2

4.7

5.2

6.5

E. coli

0.21

0.59

0.96

1.92

N/A

L. citreum

0.15

0.12

1.44

N/A

N/A

Note: N/A means no bactericidal activity.
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The pH 4.7 is an approximate “critical value” as observed from the study. It is interesting to
find out this critical pH is close to the pKa (=4.8) (Zhang et al., 2006) of the equilibrium
reaction between superoxide anion radicals and hydroperoxy radicals:
O2-·+ H+ ↔ HOO·

Therefore, it was postulated that hydroperoxy radicals formed in the solution directly
interact with the bacterial cells, thus aiding in the inactivation process (Ikawa et al. 2010) .
1.7 Active plasma agents
Plasma chemistry is very complex. For instance, O3 generation in oxygen plasmas
chemistry involves more than 50 chemical reactions and at least 10 species (Lee, et al.,
2004). Air plasma chemistry is believed to be over 500 reactions and 75 species
(Gordillo-Vázquez, 2008). Figure 1.14 summarized the species in an air plasma. The
chemical reactions in a humid air plasma chemistry have been summarized in Table 1.8
(Herron and Green, 2001). The major active plasma agents and their half-lives (Table 1.7)
and their roles are discussed as followed.
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Figure 1.14 Air plasma chemistry
Table 1.7 The Half-lives of major active plasma agents
Active Plasma Agents
Ozone (O )

Half-lives
Longest half-life, minutes to hours dependent on temperatures

3

(Guzel-Seydim et al., 2004)
1

Half-life of 1 ns to 1 μs (Kramarenko et al., 2006)

Singlet oxygen ( O )
2

Atomic oxygen (O)

provide precursors to reactive oxygen species, half-life can be
milliseconds to minutes

Carbon monoxide (CO)

Half life of 180 min in air, while biological half-life of the gas is 4-5 hr
(Stewart, 1975)

2-

3-

Nitric oxides (NO , NO )
-

Peroxynitrite (ONOO )
Hydroxyl perioxide

Half-life is not a constant value (Beckman et al., 1996)
Half-life is 1.9 sec (Beckman et al., 1990)
Half-life of several minutes. Hydroxyl radicals have nanosecond
half-lives (Arjunan & Clyne, 2011)

Table 1.8 Chemical reactions in a humid air plasma chemistry.
O reactions

N reactions
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H reactions

O + O3 → O2 + O2

O + HO2 → O2 + HO

N + O2 → NO + O

N + HN → H + N2

H + HN → N + H2

O + NO2 → O2 + NO

O + H2O2 → HO2 + HO

N + O3 → NO + O2

N + HO → NO + H

H + O3 → HO + O2

O + NO3 → O2 + NO2

O + HNO → NO + HO

N + NO → N2 + O

N + HO2 → NO + HO

H + HO2 → HO + HO

O + N2O5 → Products

O + HONO → NO2 + HO

N + NO2 → N2O + O

H + HNO → H2 + NO

O + HN → H + NO

O + HONO2 → Products

N + NO3 → NO + NO2

H + HONO → H2 + NO2

O + HO → O2 + H

O + HO2NO2 → Products

H + NO2 → HO + NO

HOx reactions

HO + H2 → H2O + H

HO2 + O3 → HO + 2O2

HNx reactions

NOx reactions

HO + HONO2 → NO3 + H2O

HN + NO → H + N2O

NO + O3 → NO2 + O2

HO + NO3 → HO2 + NO2

HN + NO2 → products

NO + NO3 → 2NO2

HO + N2O5 → Products

HN + O2 → HO + NO

NO + HO2 → HO + NO2

HO + HO2NO2 → Products

HN + HO → NO + H2

NO + HNO → HO + N2O

HO2 + HO2 → H2O2 + H2O

HN + HO2 → products

NO2 + O3 → NO3 + O2

HO2 + NO3 → O2 + NO2
HO + O3 → HO2 + O2
+ HO

HNO + NO2 → HONO +
HO + HO → H2O + O
NO

NO2 + NO3 → NO +
HO + HO2 → H2O + O2
NO2 + O2

NO3 + NO3 → 2NO2 +
HO + H2O2 → HO2 + H2O
O2

HO + HNO → NO + H2O

NO3 + O2 → Products

N2O5 + H2O → 2HONO2

1.7.1 UV radiation
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The contribution of UV radiation in microbial inactivation by atmospheric pressure
plasmas is controversial. A few studies suggested that UV photons from atmospheric
pressure discharges played a certain role in the inactivation process (Moisan et al., 2002;
Trompeter et al., 2002; Sharma et al., 2005; Rahul et al., 2005). Roth, Feichtinger and
Hertel (2010) concluded that UV-C radiation is the most effective inactivation agent in the
plasma after investigating the inactivation of Bacillus subtilis spores with microwave
induced low-pressure, low-temperature nitrogen-oxygen plasma. On the contrary, many
researchers indicated that UV radiation played a negligible or no role in microbial
inactivation (Sohbatzadeh, 2010; Dobrynin et al., 2009; Laroussi & Leipold, 2004; Montie
et al., 2000; Laroussi & Member, 2002; Choi et al., 2006). These researchers believed that
the chemically reactive species are responsible for the observed microbial inactivation. UV
photon can be easily absorbed by gas atoms and molecules at atmospheric pressure
(Vleugels et al., 2005). In order to resolve the controversy, a review team conducted a
series of experiments and proved that spore inactivation, depending on operating
conditions, can be achieved, either under dominant UV radiation, or under the sole action
of the reactive species (Boudam et al., 2006).
1.7.2 Ozone (O3)
Ozone is a powerful antimicrobial substance due to its high potential oxidizing capacity
(Guzel-Seydim et al., 2004). In this review, its chemical and physical properties, its
antimicrobial power, its suggested mechanisms, and the application areas of ozone in the
food industry have been discussed in detail. As the reactive oxygen species generated by
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atmospheric cold plasmas with longest half-life, ozone is used as the primary indicator in
reactive oxygen species generation.
1.7.3 Singlet oxygen (1O2)

Singlet oxygen is one of the most reactive and oxidative species generated by atmospheric
cold plasmas when the working gas contains oxygen (Keener, 2011). Singlet oxygen has a
half-life of 1 ns - 1 μs (Kramarenko et al., 2006) . Li et al. (2007) reported that singlet
oxygen induced damage on B. subtilis spores, and was shown through observation of the
resultant damage on the cell wall and intrinsic structures. Singlet oxygen is a highly
reactive electrophilic species that reacts rapidly with electron-rich moieties, such as the
double bonds of lipids (Kramarenko et al., 2006), which may explain the damage on the
cells.
1.7.4 Atomic oxygen (O)
Uddi et al. (2009) concluded that oxygen atoms were created by dissociating collisions of
ground electronic state oxygen with metastable excited electronic state of nitrogen. Atomic
oxygen is potentially a very effective sterilizing agent, having a chemical rate constant for
oxidation at room temperature about 106 times that of molecular oxygen (Critzer, et al.,
2007a). Atomic oxygen is able to provide precursors for many reactive oxygen species
such as ozone, nitrous oxides (NOx), carbon monoxide (CO), and hydroxyl radicals
(Keener, 2011). Ono et al.(2005) further studied the behavior of atomic oxygen in a pulsed
dielectric barrier discharge and found that the decay rate of atomic oxygen increases
linearly with the oxygen concentration, as well as humidity levels.

1.7.5 Carbon monoxide (CO)
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During plasma treatment, the decomposition of carbon dioxide is caused by direct electron
collision via excitation of the unstable electronic state. Carbon monoxide was mainly
produced from the decomposition of carbon dioxide (Mahesh & Akira, 2010). Carbon
monoxide has a half-life of 180 minutes in air (Keener, 2011). A study on the bactericidal
effect of carbon monoxide indicated that it is able to trigger a significant alternation in the
transcriptome of E. coli, which necessarily affects several key metabolic pathways (Nobre
et al., 2009).
1.7.6 Nitric oxides (NO2-, NO3- )
Nitric oxides, refer to NO2-and NO3-, generated by atmospheric cold plasmas when the
working gas contains nitrogen and oxygen. The half-life is not a constant value and is
inversely proportional to the concentration of nitric oxide, so the half-life becomes much
longer as nitric oxide becomes more dilute (Beckman et al., 1996) . NO3- has little direct
bactericidal effects (Keener, 2011). Nitric oxide (·NO) and superoxide (O2-) participate in
the formation of peroxynitrite anion (ONOO-) and peroxynitrous acid (ONOOH), which is
unstable that can decompose into ·OH and ·NO2 (Formula shown below) (Radi, et al.,
1991).
O2- + ·NO → ONOO- ⇌ ONOOH → ·OH + ·NO2

Peroxynitrite was reported to induce membrane lipid peroxidation (Radi, Beckman, Bush
and Freeman, 1991), and to damage DNA in vitro (Yermilov, et al., 1995). This may
explain the finding in the study of Boxhammer, et al. (2012) that the combined application
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of NO and H2O2 yielded a higher inactivation effect on E. coli than a treatment with NO or
H2O2 alone.
1.7.7 Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2)
The presence of water, either in the gas or a food product, will generate hydroxyl radicals
through surface reactions (Gaunt et al., 2006). The recombination of two polar OH
molecules will form a hydrogen peroxide molecule. Hydrogen peroxide is a long living
species with a half-life of several minutes while hydroxyl radicals have nanosecond
half-lives (Arjunan & Clyne, 2011). Since hydrogen peroxide is relatively stable, it may
easily pass through cell membranes and then convert back to hydroxyl radicals, causing
lethal effects on microorganisms (Dobrynin et al., 2009). Optimal water conditions will
lead to higher efficiency; otherwise, water in excess amounts leads to dilution of
bactericidal effects (Dobrynin et al., 2011). After the study compared wet, moist, and dry
treatment conditions, Dobrynin et al. (2009) concluded that with a thick layer of water,
bacteria will be protected; thus reducing the effect of charged particles on bacterial cells/
cell wall (Dobrynin et al., 2009).
1.8 Plasma Diagnostics
Plasma characterization techniques are either optical or electrical (Stoffels et al., 2008).
Optical absorption is a quantitative method. In this method a beam of collimated light from
a visible, ultraviolet (UV), or infrared external source is directed through the plasma and
the fraction of light absorbed by specific species is measured (Donnelly, 2004) . For
example, a broadband ultraviolet absorption spectroscopy has been used to determine CF2
densities in a plasma etch reactor (Bulcourt &Booth, 2004).
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The most popular optical method is optical emission spectroscopy (OES). In this method,

electron impact excitation promotes a small fraction of these species into upper electronic
states that decay and emit light in the visible– near-UV region (Donnelly, 2004). The
intensity of the emission can give information about relative or absolute species number
density during the process. Numerous researchers used OES to give a quick overview of
the present excited species during plasma treatment (Grzegorzewski, 2010; Chiang et al.,
2010; Choi et al., 2006; Guimin et al., 2009; Lim et al., 2007; Poiata et al., 2010; Shakir et
al., 2006; sureshkumar et al., 2010). However, the information deduced from emission
spectra is largely qualitative. The determination of electron temperature from the spectra is
also of questionable value, because the electron excitation temperature in strongly
nonequilibrium systems differs from the actual electron temperature (stoffels et al., 2008).
Another optical method is laser-induced fluorescence. It is a non-intrusive optical
technique that can monitor directly the ground state population of the active species
(Gottscho and Miller, 1984). It has been widely used in semiconductor processing. It can
be used to investigate the behavior of CF2 and CCl radicals in fluorocarbon and
chlorocarbon discharges, respectively (Booth, et al., 1989), to measure the relative
concentration of CF2 radicals in fluorocarbon plasmas which are used to etch
semiconductor devices (Hargis Jr and Kushner, 1982).
Electrical methods involve the measurements of voltage and current waveforms
(Leveille& Coulombe, 2006; Shakir et al., 2006; Choi et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2008;
Guimin et al., 2009; Chiper et al., 2011), dissipated plasma power (stoffels et al., 2002) ,
and impedance (Kieft et al., 2004). These values can be linked to the charged particle
densities through models. Kieft et al. (2004) developed a model to estimate the electron
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density for the microplasma generated by the needle in helium. Of the electrical techniques,
by far the most widely used method is the Langmuir probe. A thin wire is inserted into the
plasma and the current is measured as a function of the voltage applied to the wire. This
method has been used to obtain positive ion and electron densities, electron energy
distribution functions (EEDFs) and temperatures and so on (Donnelly, 2004). However, the
disadvantages of this method include contamination of the probe tip, difficulty of
interpretation of measurements and so on.
Another method to provide information about positive and negative ions, their energy
distributions is mass spectrometry (MS). MS has been widely used in the studies of
plasma–surface interactions by measuring the fluxes of species that arrive at, and
potentially react with, the surface (Stoffels et al., 2008). The MS of ions and radical species
is well established in low-pressure discharges (Singh et al., 2000); however, its
applications to atmospheric plasmas are relatively new (Aranda-Gonzalvo et al., 2006) .
Most problems are due to the technical fact that the mass and energy analyzers must be
maintained in high vacuum (Stoffels et al., 2008). Despite of its disadvantages, MS was
shown to be suitable for the detection of long-living molecules (Stoffels et al., 2006) and of
transient species in atmospheric discharges (Stoffels et al., 2007) .
1.9 Plasma Inactivation mechanisms
To date, there are two main hypotheses for the mechanism of cell death caused by plasma
treatment: 1) lethal damage to cell membrane structures, and 2) lethal oxidation of
cytoplasmic contents such as proteins and nucleic acids (Gaunt et al., 2006).
Plasma treatment has been shown to cause morphological changes in microorganisms
according to numerous research results obtained via Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM),

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), and other microscopies. The majority of
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studies indicated the presence of cell membrane damage using SEM (Korachi et al., 2010;
Guimin et al., 2009; Sureshkumar et al., 2010; Vujosevic et al., 2010; Liang et al., 2012).
Severely eroded and ruptured cell membranes and cytoplasm, distorted cell shape, and
‘spilling out’ of the cell contents, all have been observed in the above studies. Lim et al.
(2007) reported that the number and size of Bacillus atrophaeus spores decreased as the
plasma treatment time increased; but, the result was not clearly understood. Using TEM,
Montie et al. (2000) reported the continuity of the cellular envelope of plasma-exposed E.
coli was breached; however, plasma treated S. aureus showed no apparent destruction of its
cellular envelope. These differences observed may be due to the higher peptidoglycan
content and more compact structure of S. aureus cell walls. Longer treatment time may
further induce structural changes of S. aureus since there is a minimum time of plasma
exposure that is required for cells membranes destruction (Miao & Yun, 2011). In another
study using TEM, Hong et al. (2009) found that the treated cells had severe cytoplasmic
deformations and leakage of bacterial chromosome material. By using bright-field
microscopy, Joshi et al. (2011) observed the plasma-treated E.coli cells changed from
typical bacillus form into the smaller coccoid form. This is a typical behavior displayed
when an organism tries to reduce its surface area to minimize further injury or stress (Zeng
et al., 2008). As for HVACP system, the microbial inactivation mechanisms were
investigated in the study of Han (MS thesis, 2013). E.coli cells and L. monocytogenes cells
exposed to HVACP for 1 min with a post-treatment storage of both 1 and 24 h, were
observed by SEM. Roughness of cell surface, shrinkage of cells, holes were observed for
treated cells. The morphological changes were more severe for cells after 24 h
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post-treatment storage compared to 1 h post-treatment storage. In addition, E. coli cells had

more visible damage, indicating to be more vulnerable to HVACP treatment compared to L.
monocytogenes. However, no obvious differences between cells under two modes of
plasma exposure in SEM analysis. With the aid of DNA dyes, fluorescence microscopy
differentiates the dead from the alive bacterial cells by color. From the fluorescence
microscopy images of bacteria Bacillus stearothermophilus and Staphylococcus aureus
labeled with DNA dyes: SYTO 9 (green fluorescence) and propidium iodide (red
fluorescence), plasma-treated cells emitted poor fluorescence, which meant DNA was
degraded due to oxygen radicals (Vujosevic et al., 2010).
The damage of the cell wall and cell membrane can also be evaluated by testing the
absorbance at 260 nm and 280 nm using spectrophotometric methods, which directly
relates to the concentration of intracellular protein and nucleic acid released after plasma
treatment. According to a study using DBD air plasma on Saccharomyces cerevisiae, a
time-dependent increase in the concentration of extracellular nucleic acid was reported
with a decrease in the concentration of intracellular protein (Chen et al., 2010).
In order to further clarify the inactivation mechanisms of plasma upon bacteria cells,
Korachi et al. (2010) investigated the fatty acid profile changes of Gram-positive
Staphyloccoccus aureu sand Gram-negative E. coli during plasma treatment at atmospheric
pressures. No qualitative changes were found in the fatty acid profiles after plasma
treatment. It is hypothesized that the saturated fatty acid profiles of both S. aureus and E.
coli were not subject to lipid peroxidation without the attachment site for OH radicals
(Korachi et al., 2010).
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Reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated during plasma treatment can cause numerous

types of DNA damage, through reactions with both bases and sugar moieties (Gaunt et al.,
2006; Halliwell Barry, Aruoma, 1991). Joshi et al. (2011) used oxidative DNA damage
marker 8-hydroxydeoxyguanosine (8-OHdG) to indicate the oxidative stress of a
floating-electrode dielectric-barrier discharge treatment on E. coli. It was determined that
the formation of 8-OHdG significantly increased when the E. coli cells were exposed to the
plasma treatment. This extensive DNA damage could lead to apoptosis. Chen et al. (2010)
observed the oxidative stress in Saccharomyces cerevisiae exposed to dielectric barrier
discharge plasma; in that, treated cells showed cell cycle arrest at G1 phase that increased
in a time-dependent manner, which is indicative of DNA damage.
1.10 Application of ACP in food industry
In recent decades, atmospheric pressure plasmas have received increasing attention as a
novel technology in the decontamination of foods. An overview of research studies on food
products was summarized in Table 1.8.
Pulsed plasma was firstly used to treat apple juice directly and achieved more than 5 log
reduction in E. coli (Montenegro et al., 2002). In a recent study, Shi et al.(2011) showed
more than 6 log reduction had been achieved when using DBD plasma to inactivate S.
aureus, E. coli, and C. albicans in fresh orange juice. Results indicated no statistically
significant changes in vitamin C, total acid, turbidity, pH, Brix of the orange juice.
According to the study on milk from Gurol et al. (2012), microbial inactivation efficiency
increased when the fat content in milk decreased. Lipid oxidation is a big concern in food
with fat content such as bacon (Kim et al., 2011), bresaola (Rød et al., 2012), pork (Moon et
al., 2009), and sliced cheese and ham (Song et al., 2009). Atmospheric pressure plasmas

have shown effectiveness in avoiding thermal damage; and statistically, have the same
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thiobarbituric acid reactive substances (TBARS) value as controls (Kim et al., 2011; Moon
et al., 2009). As for the plasma treatment on nuts: hazelnuts, peanuts, pistachio nuts
(Basaran et al., 2008) and almonds (Deng et al., 2007), the effectiveness varied among
species. Basaran et al. (2008) noted no significant difference in appearance color, odor,
texture-touch, and overall acceptance between control and treated samples.
The issue of food safety has been brought to the forefront with the ever-increasing
consumption of fresh fruits and vegetables in the United States. Critzer et al. (2007)
reported the ineffectiveness of one atmosphere uniform glow discharge plasma (OAUGDP)
on microorganisms on apples, cantaloupe, and lettuce when compared with bacterial
counterparts directly inoculated on agar medium. The variability in food surface
topography, may serve microorganisms in their ability to better attach and evade plasma
treatments (Critzer et al., 2007), which was in agreement with the conclusions in several
studies such as the one looking at the effectiveness of CAP on inactivation of Listeria
contaminated chicken meat and chicken skin (Noriega et al., 2011), and inactivation of S.
Typhimurium contaminated lettuce, strawberry and potato (Fernandez et al., 2012).
Another plasma device, cold atmospheric plasma pen (CAP-Pen) found the efficacy of
plasma to reduce microorganisms on fresh cut mango and cantaloupe melon was less than
that on a membrane filter. This results could be from the migration of microorganisms from
the exterior of the fruit tissue to its interior (Perni et al., 2008). More recently, one study
using of atmospheric pressure cold air plasma microjet indicated one second direct plasma
exposure could inactivate nearly 90% of the Salmonella on the carrot slices and 80% on the

cucumber and pear slices, with acceptable changes in color and vitamin C (Wang et al.,
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2012).
1.11 Proposed HVACP Treatment to Shell Eggs
Goal: To investigate the effect of High Voltage Atmospheric Cold Plasma (HVACP)
treatment of refrigerated chicken eggs for control of Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) on the
external surfaces
Objectives:
1. Investigate the effect of HVACP treatment on reduction of Salmonella Enteritidis (SE)
on the surface of the chicken eggs.
2. Investigate the migration of SE of HVACP treated chicken eggs during refrigerated
storage times.
3. Identify the effect of HVACP treatment on the quality of chicken eggs during
refrigerated storage times.

Table 1.9A Overview of application of atmospheric pressure plasmas on food products (Part 1)
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Table 1.9B Overview of application of atmospheric pressure plasmas on food products (Part 2)
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Table 1.9C Overview of application of atmospheric pressure plasmas on food products (Part 3)
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CHAPTER 2. HVACP TREATMENT OF SALMONELLA ENTERITIDIS
EXTERNALLY INOCULATED ON REFRIGERATED CHICKEN EGGS

2.1 Abstract
The global market for eggs is projected to reach 1.154 trillion by the year 2015. The
number one risk to the egg industry is contamination with Salmonella Enteritidis (SE). The
objective of this research project is to evaluate a novel High Voltage Atmospheric Cold
Plasma (HVACP) technology in reducing externally inoculated SE on refrigerated shell
eggs. In this study, raw, chicken eggs attached with SE population (107 CFU/ml), were
placed in plastic containers filled with either dry Air (22%O2, 78%N2) or Modified
Atmospheric (MA) gas (65%O2, 30%CO2, 5%N2), and treated with HVACP for 5, 10, and
15 min. Results showed direct HVACP treatment in MA for 15 min achieved maximum SE
inactivation of 5.531 log CFU/egg, demonstrating that HVACP is an effective nonthermal,
in-package technology for control of SE on egg surfaces. Microbial reduction was affected
by treatment time, gas type, and mode of exposure of eggs to the plasma.
2.2 Introduction
Americans consume an average of 251 eggs annually, and in the year 2013 the egg industry
produced 82 billion table eggs (AmericanEggBoard, 2013; USDA, 2014). Consumption of
Salmonella contaminated eggs was a great concern. As intracellular food-borne pathogens,
Salmonella can cause a variety of diseases ranging from gastroenteritis to typhoid fever

(Coburn et al., 2007). Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) has become the first or second most
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common Salmonella serotype in many countries. Among outbreaks of SE infection with a
confirmed food vehicle from 1985–2003, 75% of outbreaks had vehicles that were either
primarily egg-based or that contained egg ingredients (Braden, 2006). More recently,
during January 1, 2009 through December 31, 2010, Salmonella infection accounted for 30%
of the 790 outbreaks with a laboratory-confirmed illness, and Salmonella in eggs were
responsible for approximately 70% of all the outbreak-related illness (CDC, 2013).
In commercial processing, eggs are most frequently rinsed with chlorine and
chlorine-containing compounds that act as antimicrobial agents in the egg washing process
(Hutchison et al., 2003). In US, the most common chemical used by the majority of egg
producers is chlorine (sodium hypochlorite). Chlorine is widely used because it effectively
destroys a wide spectrum of pathogenic organisms by oxidizing cellular materials. The
chlorine residual remains on the eggshell can prolong the disinfection effect, however it is
toxic to aquatic life even at low concentrations (EPA, 1999). All forms of chlorine were
reported to be highly corrosive and toxic, which required increased safety regulation
during shipping and handling (EPA, 1999). In addition, wetting or washing eggs before
storage was reported to have an adverse effect on the microbiological quality of the eggs,
such as “green whites” resulting from spoilage caused by Pseudomonas bacteria
(Hutchison et al., 2003).
A novel High Voltage Atmospheric Cold Plasma (HVACP) technology has been developed
through research at Purdue University (US20120183437 A1) (Keener and Klockow, 2010).
The HVACP excites (ionizes) gas inside a package (dielectric barrier between two parallel
electrodes, with a voltage differential to generate reactive gas species (RGS). Fill gases can

include air, O2, CO2, N2, He, Ar, or any combination thereof. RGS are reported to have
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bactericidal, fungicidal, sporicidal, and viricidal characteristics, and also convert back into
the original inert gas (e.g., air) within 24 hours leaving no chemical residuals. Numerous
studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of HVACP treatment in controlling the safety
of food products such as spinach (Klockow & Keener, 2009), seeds (Trinetta et al., 2011),
strawberries (Misra, et al., 2014b), and cherry tomatoes (Misra, et al., 2014a). The goal of
this study was to investigate the effect of HVACP treatment of refrigerated chicken eggs for
control of Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) on the external surfaces. The objectives of this study
was to investigate the HVACP treatment on the survival of inoculated Salmonella
Enteritidis (SE) on the external surfaces with respect to different gas types (air, modified
atmosphere), treatment times (0, 5, 10, 15 min), storage times (1, 7, 14, 21 days), and mode
of treatment (direct, indirect).
2.3 Materials and Methods
Bacterial strain and inoculum preparation
Salmonella enterica serovar Enteritidis (strain 190:88) was obtained from Department of
Food Science, Purdue University. Stock culture was stored with 15% glycerol at -80 ̊C.
Fresh working culture was prepared by inoculating frozen culture in 20 ml Tryptic Soy
Broth (TSB) (DifcoTM, MD, USA) and incubated at 37 ̊C for 24 h. The culture was plated
on the Xylose Lysine Deoxycholate (XLD) agar (DifcoTM, MD, USA). After incubated at
37 ̊C for 24 h, one isolated black colony on XLD agar was transferred into the plastic flask
with 100 ml TSB. The culture was grown under gentle shaking at 100 rpm on orbital shaker
at 37 ̊C for 22 h. 40 ml of culture was centrifuged (Thermo Scientific, Sorvall Legend XTR
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750045520) at 7000 rpm for 5 min at 4 ̊C. The resulting pellet was finally suspended in 4
ml of TSB to a final cell concentration of approximately 1011 CFU/ml.
Spot Inoculation of Chicken Eggs

Medium grade A eggs were purchased for the entire study from a local grocery store. The
eggs surface were first wiped with 70% ethanol sprayed wipes, and then dipped in 70%
ethanol for 1 min to sterilize the outer shell. Sanitized eggs were air dried for at least 30
min before inoculation.
0.1 ml SE inoculum was spot inoculated on the sideway of the eggs within a 3*3 cm area
(36 spots) (Figure 2.1). Then the eggs were allowed to air dry for 1 h in a laminar flow
cabinet at room temperature to allow attachment of bacterial cells. After drying, the eggs
were placed in a refrigerator at 5 ̊C for overnight to reach treatment temperature of 5 ̊C
prior to the plasma treatment. The final attached population was around 107 CFU/egg.
HVACP treatment
For HVACP treatment, four inoculated eggs were removed from 5 ̊C storage, sit by their
sideways with the inoculated area facing up (Figure 2.3), placed inside a polypropylene
ArtBin® box (370*355*520 mm3) with the average wall thickness of 3.18 mm, then sealed
in a Cryovac® B2630 high barrier film bag (Sealed Air Corporation, Duncan, South
Carolina, USA) (470*400 mm2 after sealing) leaving a 2.54 cm opening unsealed to
introduce the gas inlet pipe. The B2630 film is a high barrier film with low water and gas
permeability. The package (box in bag) as a whole was flushed with either dry Air (22% O2,
78% N2) or MA (65% O2, 30% CO2, 5% N2) for 2 min to reach 20% Relative Humidity
(RH) and the desired oxygen content, then completely sealed. The RH was measured by
Springfield® digital humidity and temperature monitor (Taylor Precision Products Inc.,

Oak brook, IL, USA), and the oxygen content was measured by Mocon® oxygen gas
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analyzer (Mocon Inc., Minneapolis, USA). The measured final oxygen contents were
21.04±0.09% for air and 63.38±0.23% for MA. The HVACP system used consists of a high
voltage transformer with a voltage output of 0-130 kV at a frequency of 60 Hz. The
polypropylene box inside the sealed film acted as a sample holder. It was placed between
two aluminum electrodes of 15.24 cm diameter. Two Cuisinart® polypropylene layers
(Cuisinart Inc., East Windsor, New Jersey, USA)
(355*272*2.20 mm3) were placed above and below the package to increase the overall
dielectric barrier capacity, as well as to ensure a non-spark discharge for plasma generation
(Figure 2.2). There were two modes of HVACP exposure were assessed for egg treatment
(Figure 2.3). For direct HVACP treatment, four eggs were placed between two electrodes
inside the plasma field. For indirect treatment, four eggs were placed out of the plasma
field, in four corners of the box. A plastic cuvette was placed in the middle of the box to
serve as a spacer. The inoculated egg samples were treated at 85 kV for 5, 10, or 15 min. All
packages were stored at 5 ̊C after treatment.
Measurements of Reactive Gas Species
Reactive gas species were measured at 0 and 24 h using Dräger Tubes® system described in
Klockow and Keener (2009). The Dräger Tubes® system was consisted of Detector tubes
and Accuro Gas Detector Pump (Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA, Luebeck, Germany) that
calibrated such that one pump equaled 100 ml of gas. Tubes contain a reagent that changes
color when coming into contact with the specified gas. Ozone tubes (part no. CH21001),
Nitrous oxides (NOx) tubes (part no. 6724001), and Carbon monoxide (CO) tubes (part no.
6733051) had an indicated range of 20 to 300 ppm, 20 to 500 ppm, and 25 to 300 ppm,
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respectively. Dräger CO measurement tubes have an interference with ozone. Therefore,

CO measurements were only taken at 24 h when no ozone was present. Gas samples were
collected using syringes (5 ml, 10 ml, or 50 ml) (BD Medical Systems, Franklin Lakes, NJ,
USA) to poke through the Cryovac® packaging film into the box and the sample volumes
varied from 2 ml to 50 ml according to the expected concentrations of the gas. The needle
hole was quickly covered by foam tapes and transparent tapes to prevent leakage. The
syringe volume was injected into the selective Dräger sample tubes and then an additional
volume of air was added using a Dräger pump up to 100 ml. Tubes were connected to the
pump. After gas sampling, the syringe was connected to the detector tube by means of
flexible tubing. The specific volume of gas was expelled into the detector tubes. The gas
concentration was defined as the product of the reading on the tube and the volume ratio of
the pump volume (100 ml) over the gas volume in the syringe. The Dräger Tubes® system
had a precision of ±15% (Dräger Safety AG & Co. KGaA, Luebeck, Germany).
Recovery and Enumeration of Survivors on the Egg Surface
For recovery of microbial population, positive control (inoculated, untreated), negative
control (non-inoculated, untreated) and treated eggs (inoculated) were analyzed. The
samples were placed into a sterile stomacher bag containing 20 ml of 0.1 percent peptone
water (room temperature), and were subjected to mild shaking for 2 min. Eggs were
discarded after removing from the rinsate. The resulting suspension was serially diluted in
0.1 percent peptone water. Both XLD agar (specific for Salmonella) and Tryptic Soy Agar
(TSA, DifcoTM, MD, USA) (non-selective) were used in the spread plate method. The
enumeration was carried out after 24 to 48 h incubation at 37 ̊C. The differences between

recovered SE populations on two media were calculated as the number of injured cells
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(García, et al., 2005).
For the storage study, chicken eggs were directly treated with HVACP for 15 min using MA
(65% O2, 30% CO2, 5% N2), stored at 5 ̊C for up to 21 days. During this period, each series
of eggs and their control counterparts were assessed weekly on SE survivors on the egg
surfaces on day 1, 7, 14, and 21.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis was done by General Linear Models (GLM) of SAS (SAS 9.3) using
the three way ANOVA option. The main effects studied were gas, mode and treatment time,
and interaction among main effects. Multiple mean comparisons were carried out with
adjustment using Tukey Kramer tests for the differences of Least Squares Means.
Statistical significance was indicated at P<0.05.
2.4 Results and Discussion
Survivals of externally inoculated SE on chicken eggs exposed to HVACP for various
treatment time-mode-gas conditions, recovered on XLD and TSA were shown in Figure
2.4 and Figure 2.5, respectively. Generally, HVACP showed great efficacy in inactivation
against SE externally inoculated on chicken eggs. For the recovery results on selective
media XLD, all the treatments except for 5 min-Indirect-Air, achieved significant
reductions compared to the controls (P<0.05). Especially for MA-direct-10 min,
MA-direct-15 min, and Air-direct-15 min, the log reductions of 5.210, 6.373, and 5.970
CFU/egg have been achieved. But for the recovery results on nonselective media TSA,
only several treatments achieved significant reductions compared to the controls (P<0.05):
MA-direct-10 min, MA-direct-15min, MA-indirect-15min, Air-direct-15min. Among

them, only MA-direct-15 min obtained larger than 5 log reduction.
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Occurrence of Injury
One potential pitfall in evaluating antimicrobial intervention strategies is failure to account
for the presence of injured cells. By definition, injured cells are unable to reproduce and
form colonies on the selective media used for enumeration. In order to distinguish lethal
effects from sublethal effects of the HVACP treatment, in the present study, a selective
medium for Salmonella XLD agar was used, compared to TSA, a nutrient-rich
non-selective medium. That was due to the mechanisms that a nonselective media allows
bacteria cells to repair sublethal damages and recover, while surviving bacteria cells are not
capable to repair the damages and finally die in selective media (Mackey, 2000). Therefore,
all the following sections on microbial inactivation ability of HVACP were discussed based
on results from TSA.
In Figure 2.6, greater proportions of injured cells have been observed from 5 min to 10 min
when MA-Direct combination was used, but the number of injured cells significantly
decreased after 15 min treatment (P<0.05). The possible explanation for this could be due
to a two stage mechanisms. In the first stage, increasing treatment time led to increasing
amounts of SE bacteria cells got injured. Continued with longer treatment time to 15 min or
more would result in lethal effect of HVACP on the injured cells. As a result, injured cells
were irreparable damaged or inactivated so the number was reduced. As for the Air-Direct
combination, 10 min treatment achieved significantly greater number of injured cells
compared to 5 min. After that until 15 min, the occurrence of injury kept increasing until all
the injured cells got killed in certain time point. No significant difference between
treatment times was found for indirect-AIR or indirect-MA combination. Considering the

low efficiency of indirect treatment on bacterial inactivation, longer treatment time is
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needed to reach the peak of injured cells number and further show the decreasing number
of injured cells. Similar results have been found in other studies (Sharma et al., 2005;
Critzer et al., 2007). After exposure to afterglow plasma plume of a hollow slot electrode
plasma reactor, E. coli cells on LB agar showed more growth compared to R2A agar, which
had less nutrient concentration (Sharma, Pruden, Yu and Collins, 2005). Similarly, Critzer,
Kelly-Wintenberg, South and Golden (2007b) investigated atmospheric uniform glow
discharge plasma exposure to Salmonella on cantaloupe and Listeria monocytogenes on
lettuce. In that study, recovery of surviving cells was assessed using selective and
non-selective media. The differences of recovery rates of Samonella cells between TSA
containing 50 ppm nalidixic acid (TSAN) and selective medium XLT4, and that of Listeria
cells between TSA and Modified Oxford medium (MOX) were observed. The authors did
not point out the occurrence of injury but suggested that the higher nutritious media such as
TSAN and TSA could facilitate better survival or minimize the stress to the bacteria.
Effect of Gas Type
A strong effect of gas type was observed for inactivation of S. Enteritidis. Overall, MA was
very effective for reducing SE population on egg surface. This effect was prominent with
increasing treatment time. As it was shown in Figure 2.5, after 5 min treatment, SE
inactivation rates of HVACP treatments by using MA and Air are similar. A significant
difference was observed between two gas types tested after direct exposure of eggs for 10
min (P<0.05). Finally, the significant difference in SE inactivation observed between MA
and Air were when treatment time was 15 min (P<0.05) irrespective to the mode of
exposure.

Consistent with the inactivation results, significantly higher concentrations of reactive
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species were achieved by treatments using MA compared to using Air (P<0.05), but for all
treatment times (Figure 2.7, 2.8). For instance, an average of 8125 ppm ozone was
measured immediately after direct HVACP treatment in MA for 15 min, while the ozone
generation was 2400 ppm on average for direct HVACP treatment in Air for 15 min. NOx
concentrations measured immediately after 15 min direct HVACP treatment in MA and Air,
were 717 ppm and 100 ppm, respectively. After 24 h, the concentrations of both ozone and
NOx decayed to zero (data not shown). However, there were measurable CO
concentrations in 15 min direct HVACP treated package after 24 h post-treatment storage,
with levels 1500 ppm and 43 ppm for MA and Air, respectively (Figure 2.9). The
significant difference between air and MA in terms of reactive oxygen species generation
rates were also noted by Keener, et al. (2012). Even though Air has higher nitrogen content
compared to MA, the lack of large amounts of oxygen contributed to relatively less nitric
oxides generation. In addition, MA with 30% CO2 content, led to the generation of CO. In
terms of the minimal amount of CO measured from treatments using Air, which did not
contain CO2, was speculated to come from the CO2 traveled out through the pores
originally from the inside of shell eggs.
In general, MA was shown to be the most effective for inactivation of externally inoculated
SE on shell eggs in this study, which was in accord with another study comparing Air and
MA (65% O2, 30% CO2, 5%N2) in terms of bacterial inactivation effect of HVACP in liquid
media (Han, MS thesis, 2013). Similarly, increasing oxygen content into the previous gas
type was shown to enhance the bacterial inactivation in other studies (Hong et al., 2009;
Sureshkumar et al., 2010; Keener et al., 2012). MA with higher oxygen content could result
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in more reactive oxygen species generated such as atomic oxygen, singlet oxygen, ozone
and further increase the concentration of nitric oxides. Moreover, addition of CO2 in the
gas mixture played an important role in bacterial inactivation. On one hand, high
concentration of CO generated by using MA has bactericidal effect. A study on the
bactericidal effect of carbon monoxide indicated that it is able to trigger a significant

alternation in the transcriptome of E. coli, which necessarily affects several key metabolic
pathways (Nobre, Al-Shahrour, Dopazo and Saraiva, 2009). On the other hand, CO2 itself
in high concentration such as 30% can be important to inhibit the growth of the
microorganisms, which served as an additional obstacle for their survivals from the plasma
treatment in the package (Chiper, Chen, Mejlholm, Dalgaard and Stamate, 2011).
Effect of Treatment Time
Generally, the surviving populations of SE decreased with increasing treatment time. The
trend was more pronounced using direct HVACP treatment. Direct HVACP treatment in
MA for 5 or 10 min resulted in reductions of SE populations by 0.7 and 2.3 log cycles,
respectively. Further increasing treatment time to 15 min achieved a significant
inactivation rate, resulting in reduction by 5.5 log CFU/egg on TSA (P<0.05). Similar
results have been found by Ziuzina, Patil, Cullen, Keener and Bourke (2013) that the
inactivation efficiency of Escherichia coli ATCC 25922 in liquid media by indirect plasma
treatment increased gradually from less than 1 log reduction after 15 s treatment to around
1.5 log reduction after 30 s treatment, and sharply increased to complete inactivation (7 log)
after 45 s treatment. Increased treatment time leads to greater reactive gas species (RGS)
generation, increasing contact time between microorganisms and RGS, thus increasing the
potential for greater bactericidal effect. As for direct-Air combination, significant
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difference was found between 5 min and 15 min, 10 min and 15 min (P<0.05). In Figure

2.4 and 2.5, it was observed that the survival curve consisted of three phases, including a
reduction phase until 5 min (rapid for XLD but slow for TSA), then a bottleneck phase
from 5 min to 10 min, and finally another rapid reduction phase. Similar three phases
inactivation curve have been found for 24-h sample in the study of Vleugels, Shama, Deng,
Greenacre, Brocklehurst and Kong (2005) in exploring the effect of glow discharge plasma
on inactivation of spore-forming bacteria on bell pepper. Vleugels et al. (2005) reported the
denser surface density of the biofilm-forming bacterium Pantoeaagglomerans for 24-h
sample set achieved with a lower plasma-induced inactivation rate compared to 12-h
sample. Similarly, Deng et al. (2005) investigated the effect of microbial loading on B.
subtilis spores’ resistance to atmospheric pressure glow discharges (APGD). This study
compared different initial spore densities: 106, 107, 108, and 109 per filter, and found that
higher spore densities have greater resistance, which may result from the “stacking effect”
(Deng et al., 2005). A high density of spores will form a multilayered structure. The top
layers of spores are most vulnerable. After being inactivated, the top layers of spores will
act as a physical barrier to protect those beneath them from plasma penetration. Therefore,
in our study, it was speculated that the high amount of inoculum on the shell eggs (1011
CFU/egg) had a strong resistance to the HVACP treatment, so that longer treatment time
such as 15 min was needed to inactivate the bacteria. In the first stage, reactive gas species
generated in plasma treatment could get access to the bacteria in the first layer. For the
second stage, reactive gas species fought against the physical barrier formed by the top
layers of bacteria. When it reached the third stage, reactive gas species successfully
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penetrated and destroyed the bacteria hidden beneath the top layers, or at least weakened
the protection of the top layers.
The most effective treatment time used in the current study to achieve more than 5 log
reduction of SE on egg surfaces was 15 min, which might not be appealing to the egg
industry for now. However, the inactivation results in the present study were satisfactory

when compared to other plasma-treated egg studies (Davies and Breslin, 2003; Ragni et al.,
2010). A Gas Plasma air ionizer has been used to generate gas plasma into a cabinet, where
Salmonella contaminated eggs were exposed for 5 min or 20 min (Davies and Breslin,
2003). It was concluded that ionized air failed to show any significant effect since the
Salmonella-positive eggs rate of the treated eggs (29.2%) and the controls (27.1%) were
similar (Davies and Breslin, 2003). Using a resistive barrier discharge system, Ragni and
others (2010) exposed surface SE inoculated shell eggs to air plasma for different times: 0,
10, 20, 30, 45, 60, and 90 min at two humidity conditions (Relative Humidity (RH) is 35%
or 65%). The maximum reductions were achieved after 90 min of plasma treatment, which
were 2.5 Log CFU/eggshell and 4.5 Log CFU/eggshell using air with low and high RH
(35%, 65%), respectively. Eggs were indirectly exposed to plasma in both of the studies
above, which was reported to be less effective compared to direct mode of exposure
(Fridman et al., 2007; Dobrynin et al., 2009; Ziuzina et al., 2013). The detailed comparison
will be discussed in the later session. On the other hand, in the study of Ragni et al. (2010),
the voltage used was 15 kV, which was lower than 85 kV used in the present study. That
might explain the relatively long treatment times used in their study. Higher voltage of the
dielectric barrier discharge in the same condition results in more RGS generation, which
further leads to a higher microbial inactivation efficiency (Deng et al., 2007). Similarly, in

the study of Han (2013), HVACP treatment of E. coli in PBS at 40 kV, using air as a
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working gas type, decreased the cell population by 1.8 and 1.6 log cycles after direct and
indirect exposure, respectively. When increasing the voltage to 50 kV, 3.4 and 7.9 log
cycles of bacteria population have been decreased from direct and indirect HVACP
treatment, respectively. Another study showed 106 cells of S. aureus can be completely
inactivated within 120 s at a 18 kV applied voltage using an atmospheric non-thermal
plasma jet and the sterilizing efficiency improves greatly with an increase in the applied
voltage (Liu et al., 2013). Another difference is relative humidity, which is 20% in our
study. If 35% or 65% RH was created in the package, the inactivation rate on eggs could be
even more effective. The humidity inside the package can play an important role in the
microbial inactivation efficiency. The presence of water molecules produces OH radicals
upon HVACP treatment, which have strong bactericidal effects (Tanino et al., 2007). In
addition, Dobrynin and others (2011) speculated that the better efficiency of oxygen-water
environment resulted from the active peroxide species—cluster ions OH(H2O)n and
H3O+(H2O)n compared to only oxygen radicals in oxygen environment. Mahfoudh, Moisan,
Seguin, Barbeau, Kabouzi and Keroack (2010) also reported that the humidified gaseous
ozone have enhanced inactivation efficacy on spores compared to dry gaseous ozone, and
concluded that the humidity can lead to the swelling of the spore and further contribute to
the diffusion of reactive oxygen species to the core.
Effect of Mode of Exposure
Generally, direct plasma exposure to SE on shell eggs resulted in more efficient
inactivation compared to the indirect mode of exposure, which was in agreement with
other studies (Fridman et al., 2007; Dobrynin et al., 2009; Ziuzina et al., 2013). In Figure

2.5, after 15 min of direct HVACP treatment using MA, the SE population have been
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inactivated into 1.842 log CFU/egg, while there were 5.650 log CFU/egg survival SE
population on indirect HVACP treated egg surfaces on average. Similarly for 15 min
HVACP treatment using Air, direct mode of exposure achieved enhanced inactivation of
2.442 log cycles on average compared to indirect mode of exposure. Recently, Ziuzina et al.
(2013) reported rapid in-package inactivation of E. coli (107 CFU ml-1) in liquid media
using direct plasma exposure. Authors reported complete bacterial inactivation in only 20 s
of direct plasma treatment, whereas 45 s were required to achieve similar reductions for
indirect plasma treatment. Similarly, Fridman et al. (2007) noted greater bacterial
inactivation efficacy of direct plasma treatment, compared to indirect treatment, due to a
role of charged particles in synergy with the generated reactive gas species. Misra, et al.
(2013) also pointed out that the charged particles, UV radiation, and short half-live species
(such as O2-, OH+, N2+, N2O+, etc. ) recombined before reaching to the sample treated
indirectly. Only reactive species (such as O3, O2, NO2, NO, and CO), which have long
half-live, could interact with the sample out of the plasma field. In the current study, it was
also noticeable that the difference between two modes of exposure became more
significant with increasing treatment time. A significant difference between modes of
exposure was observed, following HVACP treatment in MA for 10 or 15 min (P<0.05).
Similar differences were noted as a result of HVACP treatment for 15 min in Air. The
possible explanation of differences between two modes of exposure was due to the effect of
the post-treatment storage time in our study. The 24 h post-treatment storage time allowed
for the diffusion or spreading of reactive gas species to the locations where eggs were
treated indirectly; thus increasing reduction potential to the similar levels with eggs treated

directly within the plasma field. Therefore, for short treatment time such as 5 min, the
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advantages of direct HVACP treatment were not obvious.
Effect of Refrigeration Storage
In Figure 2.10, it was shown that the survival of SE population (log10 CFU/egg) exposed
to direct HVACP treatment in MA for 15 min during refrigeration storage time (1, 7, 14,
and 21 day). SE survivors maintained the number that below the detection limit through 21
days of refrigeration storage, which proved the effective bacteriostatic effect of HVACP
treatment in addition to its effective bactericidal effect. The interesting observation in this
study was that the SE populations on untreated controls were in a decreasing trend during
the storage time. From day 1 to day 7, SE populations on untreated controls were decreased
from 7.8 log CFU/egg to 5.4 log CFU/egg. The populations were further reduced below the
detection limit on day 21. The lower limit of temperature range for Salmonella spp. growth
on foods was reported to be 41°F (5°C)(Angelotti, et al., 1961; Matches and Liston, 1968).
Lysozyme and ovotransferrin with antimicrobial properties were reported to be present on
eggshell cuticle (Wellman-Labadie, et al., 2008) and within the eggshell matrix (Hincke, et
al., 2000), which might be a possible explanation to the results. Another possible
explanation could be the penetration of Salmonella through the eggshell into the egg
contents. Further study was carried out and discussed on Chapter 3.
2.5 Summary
HVACP treatment in MA for 15 min achieved maximum SE inactivation of 5.531 log
CFU/egg on TSA and 6.373 log CFU/egg on XLD. A great influence of HVACP
parameters on the reduction of externally inoculated Salmonella Enteritidis on
Refrigerated Chicken Eggs was observed. HVACP process parameters including gas type,
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treatment time, and mode of exposure showed strong interactive effects. The occurrence of
injury was observed for Salmonella cells by plating on selective agar XLD and
nonselective agar TSA, and was affected by the gas type, treatment time, and mode of
exposure and their interactions. During 21 days of refrigeration storage, the SE survivors

on egg surfaces after 15 min of direct HVACP treatment in MA were maintained below the
detection limit. Therefore, HVACP is a nonthermal, in-package processing technology that
shows a promising capability to ensure microbial safety of chicken eggs.
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Figure 2.1 Spot inoculation on egg surface (36 spots)
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Figure 2.2 High voltage atmospheric cold plasma generator set-up for egg treatment.
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Figure 2.3 Two mode of exposure to the plasma: Direct (left), Indirect (right).
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Figure 2.4 Survival of SE population (log10 CFU/egg) exposed to HVACP treatments (Gas
-Mode) for 5, 10, 15 min and recovered on XLD. The detection limit of the applied
enumeration method was one log (CFU/egg). Same capital letter on top of each bar
indicated no significant difference among each bar with the same pattern (or same
Gas-Mode combination). Same small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant
difference among each bar with the same treatment time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.5 Survival of SE population (log10 CFU/egg) exposed to HVACP treatments (Gas
-Mode) for 5, 10, 15 min and recovered on TSA. The detection limit of the applied
enumeration method was one log (CFU/egg). Same capital letter on top of each bar
indicated no significant difference among each bar with the same pattern (or same
Gas-Mode combination). Same small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant
difference among each bar with the same treatment time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.6 Injured SE population (log10 CFU/egg) exposed to HVACP treatments (Gas
-Mode) for 5, 10, 15 min. The detection limit of the applied enumeration method was one
log (CFU/egg). Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference
among each bar with the same pattern (or same Gas-Mode combination). Same small letter
on top of each bar indicated no significant difference among each bar with the same
treatment time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.7 Ozone concentration measured immediately after HVACP treatments (Gas
-Mode) for 5, 10, 15 min. Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no significant
difference among each bar with the same pattern (or same Gas-Mode combination). Same
small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference among each bar with the
same treatment time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.8 Nitrous oxides (NOx) concentration measured immediately after HVACP
treatments (Gas -Mode) for 5, 10, 15 min. Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated
no significant difference among each bar with the same pattern (or same Gas-Mode
combination). Same small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference
among each bar with the same treatment time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.9 Carbon monoxide concentration measured at 24 h after HVACP treatments (Gas
-Mode) for 5, 10, 15 min. Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no significant
difference among each bar with the same pattern (or same Gas-Mode combination). Same
small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference among each bar with the
same treatment time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 2.10 Survival of SE population (log10 CFU/egg) exposed to direct HVACP
treatment in MA for 15 min and recovered on XLD during refrigeration storage time (1, 7,
14, and 21 day). The detection limit of the applied enumeration method was one log
(CFU/egg).
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CHAPTER 3. EGGSHELL PENETRATION BY SALMONELLA
ENTERITIDIS DURING REFRIGERATION STORAGE

3.1 Abstract
During 21 days of refrigerated storage, Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) populations on
untreated control eggs were in a decreasing trend from 7.8 log CFU/egg to below the
detection limit. To investigate whether SE penetrated through the eggshell, chicken eggs
were spot inoculated with 0.1 ml of SE inoculum (107-108 CFU/ml) and stored for 0, 1, 7,
14, 21, 28 days in a refrigerator at 5 ̊C. On each sampling day, SE was recovered from egg
surfaces, eggshells, and shell membranes. Results indicated that the eggshell penetration of
Salmonella Enteritidis occurred immediately after 1 day of refrigerated storage.
Statistically analysis indicated that there were no significant difference among day 14, 21,
and 28 in terms of SE populations recovered on egg surfaces, eggshells, and shell
membranes. Further studies are on the way to clarify the possible reason for the variation in
the current study.
3.2 Introduction
Consumption of Salmonella contaminated eggs was a great concern to the society.
Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) has become the first or second most common Salmonella
serotype in many countries. It is reported that there are two possible routes of egg
contamination by SE (Gantois et al., 2009). One route, vertical transmission, occurs

directly from the hen. The hen is a carrier of SE, and it may reside in the reproductive
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organs and be deposited into the egg during formation. SE was reported to show better
colonization ability in reproductive organs compared to Salmonella Heidelberg or
Salmonella Hadar based on the results that the percentage of internally contaminated eggs
laid by hens infected with SE, Salmonella Heidelberg or Salmonella Hadar were 3.58%,
0.47%, and 0%, respectively (Gast, Guraya, Guard and Holt, 2011). The other route,
horizontal transmission, occurs where there is penetration of SE through the eggshell from
the colonized gut or from contaminated feces during oviposition, or through
cross-contamination during transportation, preparation, and consumption of chicken eggs
(Messens et al., 2005; De Reu et al., 2006). Eggs have a series of defensive mechanisms to
bacterial invasion. A cuticle layer, a multi-layered shell, and shell membranes are physical
barriers to prevent the microorganisms from reaching the egg contents. Research studies
reported on the influence of eggshell quality, egg specific gravity, porosity, and flock age
on the ability of Salmonella to penetrate the eggshell as well as shell membranes (Berrang,
et al., 1998; Nascimento, et al., 1992; Sauter and Petersen, 1974). Whole eggs with low
specific gravity or low shell quality were reported to have higher likelihood to be
penetrated by Salmonella (Sauter and Petersen, 1974). Board and Halls (1973) correlated
porosity with bacterial penetration, while Nascimento et al. (1992) concluded that bacterial
eggshell penetration is not pore dependent. Berrang et al. (1998) reported that the
penetration of eggshell and membranes by Salmonella was affected by egg weight, specific
gravity, conductance and flock age. More recently, Reu et al. (2006) investigated the
ability of Salmonella to penetrate the eggshell during 3 weeks storage at 20 ̊C and 60%
relative humidity. The authors concluded that the eggshell characteristics such as area

eggshell, shell thickness and number of pores did not influence the bacterial eggshell
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penetration. However, the authors simply reported that the eggshell penetration was
observed most frequently at ca. day 4–5, and the detailed data in their study were mainly
from day 21 of storage. It was not clear how the eggshell penetration of Salmonella change
during storage time. Current HVACP data demonstrates that it can significantly reduce SE
from the surface of chicken eggs. During the refrigerated storage period up to 21 days, SE
populations on the surfaces of untreated controls were in a decreasing trend from 7.8 log
CFU/egg on day 1 to below the detection limit on day 21. A question that remains is
whether SE migrated inside through the pores to explain why SE disappeared on the egg
surfaces. Therefore, the objective of this current study was to investigate the eggshell
penetration of Salmonella Enteritidis during refrigeration storage (1, 7, 14, 21, and 28
days).
3.3 Materials and Methods
Bacterial strain and inoculum preparation
Salmonella enterica serovar Enteritidis (strain 190:88) was obtained from Department of
Food Science, Purdue University. Stock culture was stored with 15% glycerol at -80 ̊C.
Fresh working culture was prepared by inoculating frozen culture in 10 ml Tryptic Soy
Broth (TSB) (DifcoTM, MD, USA) and incubated at 37 ̊C for 24 h. The culture was plated
on the Tryptic Soy Agar (TSA, DifcoTM, MD, USA). After incubated at 37 ̊C for 24 h, an
isolated black colony on TSA was transferred into 10 ml tubes containing TSB. The culture
was grown under gentle shaking at 100 rpm on orbital shaker at 37 ̊C for 22 h. The culture
was harvested by centrifugation (Thermo Scientific, Sorvall Legend XTR 750045520) at
9000 rpm for 10 min. The cell pellet was washed twice with 0.1% peptone water and

finally resuspended in 10 ml of 0.1% peptone water. The final cell concentration was
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approximately 107-108 CFU/ml.
Spot Inoculation of Chicken Eggs
Medium grade A eggs were purchased for the entire study from a local grocery store. The
egg surfaces were first wiped with 70% ethanol sprayed wipes, and then dipped in 70%
ethanol for 1 min to sterilize the outer shell. Sanitized eggs were air dried for at least 30
min before inoculation.
Spot inoculation Method A was carried out by spot inoculating 0.1 ml SE inoculum on the
sideway of the eggs within a 3*3 cm area (36 spots) (Figure 2.1). Method B was spot
inoculation in the same area with same amount of SE inoculum (0.1 ml), but only 10-20
spots. Then the eggs were allowed to air dry for 1 h in a laminar flow cabinet at room
temperature to allow attachment of bacterial cells. After drying, two packages of eggs were
analyzed using the recovery methods in later part as Day 0 data. The rest of eggs were
placed in a refrigerator at 5 ̊C for 1, 7, 14, 21, or 28 days.
Recovery and Enumeration of Survivors on the Egg Surface
For recovery of microbial population, positive control (inoculated, untreated), and treated
eggs (inoculated) were analyzed. The samples were placed into a sterile stomacher bag
containing 10 ml of 0.1 percent peptone water (room temperature), and were subjected to
mild shaking for 2 min. Eggs were placed onto a sterile petri dish after removing from the
rinsate. The resulting suspension was serially diluted in 0.1 percent peptone water. Both
Xylose Lysine Deoxycholate (XLD) agar (DifcoTM, MD, USA) (specific for Salmonella)
and TSA (non-selective) were used in the spread plate method. The enumeration was
carried out after 24 to 48 h incubation at 37 C
̊ . The differences between recovered SE

populations on two media were calculated as the number of injured cells.
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Recovery and Enumeration of Survivors on the Shell Membrane and Eggshell
Each egg, placed in the petri dish after removing from the surface rinsate, was sprinkled
with 70% ethanol. A sterile salad tong was used to roll the eggs in the petri dish to expose
all egg surface areas to the ethanol. The ethanol was burned off by quickly passing the
egg through the flame with the salad tong (Figure 3.1). The resultant disinfected egg was
broken to the edge of a sterile beaker with sanitized gloves. Yolk and albumen were
discarded. Adhering albumen to the membrane was removed by sterile tweezers. Both
inner and outer shell membranes were removed from the eggshell (Figure 3.2) into a
sterile stomacher bag containing 10 ml of 0.1 percent peptone water (room temperature),
and were subjected to vortexing for 1 min (Figure 3.3). The eggshell pieces were placed in
a 50 ml centrifuge tube with 10 ml of 0.1 percent peptone water. Eggshell pieces were
crushed using a sterile glass rod for 2 min according to Egg Crush Method developed by
Musgrove, et al. (2005) (Figure 3.4). The resulting suspension was serially diluted in 0.1
percent peptone water. Both XLD (specific for Salmonella) and TSA (non-selective) were
used in the spread plate method. The enumeration was carried out after 24 to 48 h
incubation at 37 C
̊ . The differences between recovered SE populations on two media
were calculated as the number of injured cells.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis was done by General Linear Models (GLM) of SAS (SAS 9.3) using
the two way ANOVA option. The main effects and interactions studied were location
(surface, shell, or membrane) and storage time. Multiple mean comparisons were carried
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out with adjustment using Tukey Kramer tests for the differences of Least Squares Means.
Statistical significance was indicated at P<0.05.
3.4 Results and Discussion
As it was shown in Figure 3.5, on day 0, the SE populations recovered on XLD for egg
surfaces were 4.61 log CFU/sample on average, while no SE was detected on eggshells as
well as shell membranes. On day 1, eggshells and shell membranes contained SE
populations of 3.71 log CFU/sample and 3.28 log CFU/sample, respectively. In addition,
the egg surfaces SE population had reduced rapidly into 1.00 log CFU/sample. Therefore,
the eggshell penetration of Salmonella Enteritidis occurred after 1 day of refrigeration

storage. As the storage time increased to 28 days, the SE population recovered on XLD for
egg surfaces were below the detection limit. On average, 3.80 log CFU/sample and 4.01
log CFU/sample were detected on eggshells and shell membranes of eggs on day 28,
respectively. Statistically analysis indicated that there were no significant difference
among day 14, 21, and 28 in terms of SE populations recovered on egg surfaces, eggshells,
and shell membranes. In Figure 3.7, the trend of eggshell penetration was the same when
using TSA to do recovery. The differences between recovered SE populations on two
media were calculated as the number of injured cells exposed to the cold shock of 5 ̊C
refrigeration or the stress from the antimicrobial contents on the egg surfaces or in the
eggshells and membranes.
When compare Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6, there were big differences on day 14 and day 28.
On day 14, using Method A in inoculation procedure, 3.76 log CFU/sample and 2.40 log
CFU/sample were detected on eggshells and shell membranes of eggs, respectively. In
contrast, the recovered SE populations on egg surfaces, shells, and shell membranes were
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all below the detection limit when using Method B. The difference between Method A and
Method B were the size of the spots inoculation on the egg surfaces. The resultant
inoculation area and the gravity of the inoculum drops might make a difference in the
penetration rate of SE into the shells and shell membranes. It could be possible that SE
migrated faster and already reached the egg content. Further studies will be carried out to
clarify the effect of the inoculation method on the SE penetration through the eggshell. In
addition, recovery of SE in albumen and yolk on day 14 of refrigerated storage will be
carried out to test the presence of SE in the albumen and yolk.

Another possible reason to explain the high variation in the current study was speculated to
be the natural variation of chicken eggs, such as variation in the shell thickness, number of
pores, hen age and so on. Eggs were purchased from the local store instead of directly from
the farms, thus the variety of the egg quality was large. Sauter and Petersen (1974) found
that whole eggs with low specific gravity had higher likelihood to be penetrated by
Salmonella. The specific gravity of eggs was reported to be positively correlated with shell
thickness (Peebles and Brake, 1987). Berrang et al. (1998) reported that the penetration of
eggshell and membranes by Salmonella had a general upward trend as the hens aged from
29 to 52 week. However, Reu et al. (2006) concluded that the eggshell characteristics such
as area eggshell, shell thickness and number of pores did not influence the bacterial
eggshell penetration. Further studies could assess the shell thickness, number of pore, and
the hen age to correlate with eggshell penetration of SE in the current condition.
3.5 Summary
The eggshell penetration of Salmonella Enteritidis occurred immediately after 1 day of
refrigerated storage. That explained why the SE population on untreated control egg

surfaces decreased during 21 days of refrigerated storage. The high variation of data
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resulted in that there were no significant difference among day 14, 21, and 28 in terms of
SE populations recovered on egg surfaces, eggshells, and shell membranes. Further studies
are on the way to clarify the possible reason for the variation in the current study.
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Figure 3.1 Passing the egg through the flame to burn off ethanol.
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Figure 3.2 Removing the inner and outer shell membranes by tweezers.
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Figure 3.3 Rinsing the shell membranes in the 0.1% peptone water.
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Figure 3.4 Shell pieces in the centrifuge tube after crushing.
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Figure 3.5 SE populations on egg surfaces, shells, and shell membranes during 28 days of
refrigerated storage, inoculation by Method A, recovered on XLD. * means below the
detection limit (0.7 log/Sample). Different capital letter (A-B) indicated significant
difference among the same location (egg surfaces, shells, or shell membranes) throughout
the storage period.
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Figure 3.6 SE populations on egg surfaces, shells, and shell membranes during 28 days of
refrigerated storage, inoculation by Method B, recovered on XLD. * means below the
detection limit (0.7 log/Sample). Different capital letter (A-B) indicated significant
difference among the same location (egg surfaces, shells, or shell membranes) throughout
the storage period.
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Figure 3.7 SE populations on egg surfaces, shells, and shell membranes during 28 days of
refrigerated storage, inoculation by Method A, recovered on TSA. * means below the
detection limit (0.7 log/Sample). Different capital letter (A-B) indicated significant
difference among the same location (egg surfaces, shells, or shell membranes) throughout
the storage period.
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Figure 3.8 SE populations on egg surfaces, shells, and shell membranes during 28 days of
refrigerated storage, inoculation by Method B, recovered on TSA. * means below the
detection limit (0.7 log/Sample). Different capital letter (A-B) indicated significant
difference among the same location (egg surfaces, shells, or shell membranes) throughout
the storage period.
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CHAPTER 4. HVACP TREATMENT ON QUALITY OF REFRIGERATED
CHICKEN EGGS DURING STORAGE

4.1 Abstract
High Voltage Atmospheric Cold Plasma (HVACP) treatment showed its efficacy for
inactivation of Salmonella Enteritidis (SE) on chicken eggs. Direct HVACP treatment
using modified atmosphere gas (MA: 65% O2, 30% CO2, 5% N2) for 15 min resulted in
greater than 5 log reduction of SE on egg surfaces. The current study was undertaken to
determine the impact of this treatment condition on egg quality during 42 days of 5 ̊C
refrigeration storage. During this period, each series of treated eggs and their control
counterparts were assessed weekly on quality parameters on day 1, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, and 42.
Results indicated that no significant differences between treated eggs and untreated
controls in terms of quality parameters such as Haugh Unit, pH of albumen and yolk, yolk
color, vitelline membrane strength, and shell strength. In addition, with the high CO2
content in the package, both treated and untreated eggs maintained Grade AA quality
without significant changes of the pH of albumen and yolk, egg weight, yolk color,
vitelline membrane strength, and shell strength during 42 days of 5 ̊C refrigeration storage.
4.2 Introduction
The global market for eggs is projected to reach 1.154 trillion by the year 2015. As the
economics of commercial egg production become more critical, greater importance have

been attached to the egg quality of processed chicken eggs. With a structurally sound
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appearance, processed shell eggs can be appeal to consumers. Moreover, a high interior
quality of processed shell eggs can attract the attentions from egg products manufacturers.
The Haugh unit (HU) is a measure of egg interior quality based on the egg weight and the
height of its albumen. This test was introduced by Raymond Haugh (1937). USDA grade
standards have been established for Haugh Unit readings (USDA AMS, 2000). An AA
quality egg has a HU greater than 72; an A quality egg has a HU of 60 to 72; and a B quality
egg has a HU of 31 to 60. Research studies have recorded that HU decreased during storage
time (Biladeau and Keener, 2009; Jones, et al., 2002).
The pH of albumen and yolk are important quality parameters as well. In a newly laid egg,
the pH of the albumen is between 7.6 and 8.5, while the yolk pH is in general close to 6.0
(Stadelman, 1995). During storage, the pH of albumen increases at a temperature
dependent rate to a maximum value of about 9.7 (Heath, 1977) or 9.4 (Li-Chan et al., 1995),
while and yolk pH will gradually increases to reach 6.4 to 6.9. The increase in the albumen
and yolk pH was said to be due to loss of water and CO2 through the shell pores (Stadelman,
1995). The increasing of pH would further change the thick albumen protein structure,
resulting in watery albumen.
The vitelline membrane holds the egg yolk in place, which is composed of an inner layer,
continuous membrane, and outer layer with the thickness of 1-3.5, 0.05-0.1, and 3-8.5 μm,
respectively (Okubo et al., 1997). The vitelline membrane strength (VMS) plays an
important role in food safety, providing barrier for bacteria moving from the albumen into
the yolk. Moreover, VMS is of great importance in successful separation of yolk from
albumen in liquid egg processing. As the egg ages or storage temperature increases, the
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vitelline membrane strength weakens and becomes more elastic, which was observed to be
due to increasing water movement from albumen to the yolk (Fromm, 1967; Heath, 1976).
In addition, the breakdown of ovomucin as egg ages, led to the conversion of thick
albumen to thin albumen (Sugino et al., 1997), which further resulted in the degradation of
VMS. Kirunda and McKee (2000) found that the decreasing VMS is correlated with
decreasing HU, increasing albumen pH, and increasing yolk pH for two week old eggs at
room temperature.
The functional properties of eggs were indicators of egg quality. Egg albumen has been
widely used in different food formulations due to its foaming capacity as well as stability.
The foaming properties of egg albumen are affected by many factors such as pH, ionic

strength, protein concentration, heat damage and so on (Liang and Kristinsson, 2005). Egg
yolk is an important emulsifying ingredient in the manufacture of mayonnaise, salad
dressing and cakes. Factors affecting emulsifying characteristics of hens egg yolk was
reviewed by (Cunningham and Varadarajula, 1973).
Current commercial egg washing process includes four stages: 1) wetting eggs to enable
the softening of debris on the shell of the egg; 2) washing eggs with brushes; 3) rinsing
with clean hot water; and 4) drying by drainage or assistance of air jet (Hutchinson et al.,
2013). This egg washing process was reported to erode or damage the cuticle and eggshell
by the chemicals and washing machine (Hutchison et al., 2003). Hot water immersion
method to pasteurize shell eggs was shown to be effective in inactivation of Salmonella
Enteritidis (SE). In the study of Hou, Singh, Muriana and Stadelman (1996), by combining
25 min 57 °C water-bath immersion with 60 min hot-air heating at 55 ̊C, 7 log reduction
has been obtained in S. Enteritidis ATCC 13076 in shell eggs. However pasteurized eggs
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showed significantly lower egg white viscosity (100 vs. 150), higher turbidity (0.228 vs.
0.102) compared to the unpasteurized eggs (Hou et al., 1996). Similarly, Schuman et al.

(1997) documented that the time for completely inactivation of SE at a bath temperature of
58 ̊C and 57 ̊C are within 50-57.5 min and 65-75 min, respectively. However, the
functionality of egg albumen was adversely affected by the treatments. The HVACP
technology has been demonstrated to reduce and in some cases eliminate pathogenic
bacteria from food surfaces. Current HVACP data demonstrates it can significantly reduce
SE from the surface of chicken eggs. A question that remains is what effect the HVACP
treatment has on egg quality and can HVACP treated chicken eggs achieve increased shelf
life. The objective of this study is to determine quality of eggs under the most
bactericidal-effective HVACP treatment condition during 42 days of refrigerated storage.
These quality measurements evaluated include HU, yolk color, pH of albumen and yolk,
vitelline membrane strength, and shell strength.
4.3 Materials and Methods
Storage stability of HVACP treated shell eggs
A triplicate series of chicken eggs were directly treated with HVACP for 15 min using
Modified Atmosphere gas (MA: 65% O2, 30% CO2, 5% N2), stored at 5 ̊C for up to 42 days.
During this period, each series of eggs (random two out of four eggs treated) and their
control counterparts (random two out of four eggs) were assessed weekly on quality
attributes on day 1, 7, 14, 21, 28, 35, and 42.
HVACP treatment
Kroger Medium grade A eggs were purchased for the entire study from a local grocery
store. Eggs were removed from 5 ̊C storage, placed inside a polypropylene ArtBin® box
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(370*355*520 mm3), then sealed in a Cryovac® B2630 high barrier film bag (470*400
mm2 after sealing) leaving a 2.54 cm opening unsealed to introduce the gas inlet pipe

(Figure 2.1). The oxygen and carbon dioxide transmission rates for this film were 4.5 cm3
(STP)/(m2-24 h-atm) and 66 cm3 (STP)/(m2-24 h-atm) at 0% RH, 4 ̊C. The water vapor
transmission rates of the film were 0.45 g/(100 in2-24 h) at 100% relative humidity and
37 ̊C. The package (box in bag) as a whole was flushed with Modified Atmosphere gas
(MA: 65% O2, 30% CO2, 5% N2) for 1.5 min or 2 min to reach 20% Relative Humidity and
the desired oxygen content (measured by Mocon® oxygen gas analyzer), then completely
sealed. The dielectric barrier discharge HVACP system used consists of a high voltage
transformer with a voltage output of 0-120 kV at a frequency of 50 Hz. The polypropylene
box, which acted as a sample holder, was placed between two aluminum electrodes of
15.24 cm diameter. Two Cuisinart® polypropylene layers were placed above and below
the package to stabilize the system (Figure 2.1). The mode of exposure used was direct
treatment when four eggs were placed between two electrodes inside the plasma field. A
plastic cuvette was placed in the middle of the box to serve as a spacer. The voltage
parameters of the treatment were at 85 kV/170-181 W/ 0.85-0.9 mA. The treatment time
was 15 min. Reactive species (ozone, NOx, CO) were measured at 0 and 24 h using Drager
Tubes system described in Klockow and Keener (2009).
Egg Weight, Haugh Unit (HU), and Yolk Color Measurements
Haugh units were measured on eggs using an Egg Multi Tester EMT- 5200 (Robotmation
Co., Tokyo, Japan) (Figure 4.1). This machine provides egg weight, and an average of the
egg albumen height using ultrasound, HU values, and yolk color based on the Yolk Color
Fan.

Vitelline Membrane Strength (VMS) Measurements
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The VMS was determined by using a TA-XT2i texture analyzer (Texture Technolo- gies
Corp., Scarsdale, NY) (Figure 4.2). A 5-kg load cell was used, along with a 3-mm
round-tipped probe. The setting was based on Return to Start mode, modified from the
settings established by Biladeau and Keener (2009). Test speed was 0.5 mm/s with a
trigger force of 0.1 g. Pre-test and post-test speeds are 1 mm/s and 10 mm/s, respectively.
The Distance is 8 mm. Three measurements were taken at three different spots on the yolk.
Care was taken to ensure measurements were not made near the chalazae because Lyon, et
al. (1972) have identified this part as the strongest section of the vitelline membrane.
pH Measurements
The pH of thick albumen and yolk were measured using a model 220 Denver Instrument
pH meter (Denver Instrument, Denver, CO) with a pH probe, IQ150 (Spectrum
Technologies, Plainfield, IL) (Figure 4.3). A two-point calibration was performed on the
pH meter using 7.0 and 10.0 buffers each day prior to testing. pH measurement was done
on eggs after VMS measurements.
Shell Strength Measurements
Shell strength was tested on a TA-XT2i texture analyzer (Texture Technolo- gies Corp.,
Scarsdale, NY) (Figure 4.4). The texture analyzer setting was based on Return to Start
mode, modified from the settings established by Biladeau and Keener (2009). Test speed
was 2 mm/s with a trigger force of 1.0 g. Pre-test and post-test speeds are 1 mm/s and 10
mm/s, respectively. The Distance is 15 mm. The eggs were placed on a 2.54*2.54 cm tape
in the middle of a weigh boat. The compression test was carried out on the sides of the egg,
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with the blunt and round tips of the eggs being horizontal and 90° from the 7 cm diameter
cylinder probe. That is where the egg directly exposed to the plasma field.
Statistical Analysis
Statistical Analysis was done by General Linear Models (GLM) of SAS (SAS 9.3) using
the two way ANOVA option. The main effects and interactions studied were treatment

time and storage time. Multiple mean comparisons were carried out with adjustment using
Tukey Kramer tests for the differences of Least Squares Means. Statistical significance was
indicated at P<0.05.
4.4 Results and Discussion
Haugh Unit (HU)
Figure 4.5 showed there was no significant difference in HU between treated ones and
controls. In addition, during 42 days of 5 ̊C storage, no significant differences were found
among different storage days. Treated and untreated eggs all maintained AA quality over
the entire 42-day study. In contrast, other research studies observed a decreasing of HU of
eggs during refrigeration storage (Jones and Musgrove, 2005; Biladeau and Keener, 2009).
For example, the eggs were exposed to air in the study of Jones and Musgrove (2005), and
the average HU in week 6 is 71.07 (Grade A), compared to 84.1 (Grade AA) in day 42 in
our study. Furthermore, Banerjee (2010) observed refrigerated chicken eggs lost AA
quality in two weeks by stored in air. The extension of shelf life could be due to the gas
type used in the current study. The eggs were stored in the package filled with MA gas
containing 30% CO2. The albumen is saturated with CO2 (1.81 – 2.50 mg/g) for freshly laid
chicken eggs, but 40% of the CO2 can be rapidly lost through the pores in the shell within a
few hours of laying (Keener et al., 2004). The loss of CO2 can further result in the
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increasing of albumen pH and yolk pH, as well as decreasing of HU (Biladeau and Keener,
2009). They found that for uncoated refrigerated eggs stored in the air, as CO2 content
decreased from 1.86 to 1.32 mg/g of albumen over 12 weeks, HU reduced from 82.8 to
65.7 when the albumen pH increased from 8.64 to 9.25, and the yolk pH increased from
6.01 to 6.27. The rate of loss of CO2 from the egg is a function of dissolved CO2,

bicarbonate ions, carbonate ions, protein equilibrium, temperature and pH (Stadelman and
Cotterill, 1995). The concentrations of bicarbonate and carbonate in albumen depend on
the partial pressure of CO2 in the environment (Brooks and Pace, 1938). With 30% CO2 in
the environment, CO2 was well maintained in the albumen of eggs.
Egg Weight
The average egg weight during the 42 day refrigerated storage was indicated in Figure 4.6.
No significant differences were found between treated eggs and untreated controls in each
day of quality analysis. The weight of both treated and untreated eggs maintained the egg
weight around 51 g during the 42 day storage period. Biladeau and Keener (2009) reported
the weight loss rate was 0.28 g/week for uncoated control eggs stored at refrigeration
temperature and the total weight loss was 3.4 g during 12 weeks of refrigerated storage.
Normally, weight loss (%) of eggs during storage was calculated as [(Initial egg weight –
Egg weight after storage)/Initial egg weight]× 100 % (Bhale, et al., 2003). Weight loss of
eggs during storage was mainly caused by water evaporation and escape of CO2 from the
albumen (Caner, 2005). Coatings of the shell with oil, edible films have been documented
to preserve the egg quality by reducing the loss of water and CO2 through the pores (Bhale
et al., 2003; Caner, 2005; Biladeau and Keener, 2009). In the current study, with the
controlled atmosphere in a sealed package, moisture loss and loss of CO2 were minimized.

Albumen pH
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Figure 4.7 showed average albumen pH during 42 days refrigeration storage. No
significant differences were indicated between treated eggs and untreated controls in each
day of quality analysis. The albumen pH of treated eggs remained in the similar level
throughout the 42-day storage. In a newly laid egg, the pH of the albumen is between 7.6
and 8.5 (Stadelman, 1995). During storage, the pH of albumen increases at a temperature
dependent rate to a maximum value of about 9.7 (Heath, 1977) or 9.4 (Li-Chan et al.,
1995). The albumen pH increased from 8.64 to 9.25 for eggs stored for 12 weeks at room
temperature (Biladeau and Keener, 2009). The increase in the albumen pH was said to be
due to loss of water and CO2 through the shell pores (Romanoff and Romanoff, 1949;
Stadelman, 1995). In the current study, with high CO2 content in the package, large
amounts of CO2 were dissolved in the albumen. Therefore, the average albumen pH for
eggs remained constant around pH 7.5 during the 42 day storage period.
Yolk pH
The average yolk pH during storage was shown in Figure 4.8. There were minimal changes
of yolk pH for both treated and untreated eggs during 42-day refrigeration storage. There
was no significant difference in yolk pH between HVACP-treated eggs and the controls.
The eggs were exposed to air in the study of Biladeau and Keener (2009), the average yolk
pH increased into pH 6.28 in week 6, similar to pH 6.18 in day 42 in our study. A
maximum increase in yolk pH was reported to be from pH 6.0 to 6.8 (Romanoff and
Romanoff, 1949). The yolk pH in the current, controlled atmosphere storage showed no
significant change over 42 days for either the treated or control eggs.

Color of Yolk
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There were great variation for data of yolk color (Figure 4.9). The grading of yolk color
was according to DSM Yolk Color Fan (formerly Roche Yolk Color Fan), which is 15
scales color index to distinguish the yolk color density and is widely used in the world.
However, if chalazae covered on the yolk or the thick albumen covered the yolk too much,
the yolk color data will be 0. Carotenoids are the natural pigments of the egg yolk, giving it
a yellow to dark brilliant orange color (Anton, 2007). Therefore, the oxidation of
carotenoids and its resultant color fading was a great concern for processed shell eggs as
well as liquid eggs. In this study, statistical analysis indicated that there was no significant
difference in yolk color between HVACP-treated eggs and untreated controls.
Vitelline Membrane Strength (VMS)
The average vitelline membrane strength during storage was tabulated in Figure 4.10.
There were no significant differences in VMS between treated and untreated eggs during
42 days of refrigerated storage. This result was in accord with what has been found in the
study of Banerjee (2010) that there was no significant changes in VMS until 6 weeks of
refrigerated storage. However, Kirunda and McKee (2000) observed a decreasing trend of
VMS for eggs stored at room temperature for two weeks. Normally, as the egg age or
storage temperature increases, the vitelline membrane strength weakens and becomes more
elastic, which was observed to be due to increasing water movement from albumen to the
yolk (Fromm, 1967; Heath, 1976). In addition, the loss of CO2 as egg ages, leads to the
breakdown of ovomucin and the conversion of thick albumen to thin albumen (Sugino et
al., 1997), which further resulted in a reduction of VMS. Therefore, in the current study,
high CO2 content in the package likely maintained VMS during the storage. With the high
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level of CO2, in the package, the VMS of both treated eggs and controls remained constant
with no decrease during 42 days of controlled atmosphere, refrigerated storage.
Shell Strength
Eggshell is a bioceramic composite consisting of a mineral part (calcite aggregates, 95%)

pervaded with an organic matrix of 1% to 3.5% (Rodriguez-Navarro et al., 2002). The shell
strength as an important mechanic property of chicken eggs, determines the likelihood of
breakage of eggs. The question of interest in this study was whether HVACP direct
treatment would lead to a measureable reduction in shell strength of chicken eggs. The
shell strength results were shown in Figure 4.11. No significant differences were found
between treated eggs and untreated controls. Moreover, the shell strength of treated eggs or
controls remained significantly equivalent through 42 days of storage, which was in
agreement with Jones and Musgrove (2005) that shell strength was not affected by
extended refrigerated storage. The large variation in the shell strength in the current study
was speculated to result from the natural variation in the eggs themselves.
Rodriguez-Navarro et al. (2002) observed that shell strength was affected by the age of the
hens that eggshells from aged hens had a lower breaking strength compared to that from
young hens. In addition, eggshell from aged hens showed a greater variability in their
structural properties such as thickness, grain morphology and crystallographic texture
(Rodriguez-Navarro, et al., 2002). There was reported to be a linear relationship between
shell strength and shell thickness and/or density (Romanoff and Romanoff, 1949).
Therefore, the variability naturally existed in chicken eggs in terms of shell thickness and
shell density can lead to the variation of shell strength measured in the current study.

4.5 Summary
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Chicken eggs directly treated with HVACP in MA for 15 min possessed the same egg
quality compared to the untreated controls (P>0.05). During the 42 days refrigeration
storage, both treated and untreated eggs maintained Grade AA quality without significant
changes of weight, yolk color, pH of albumen and yolk, vitelline membrane strength, and
shell strength. With the high CO2 content in the package, the shelf life of chicken eggs was
maintained.
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Figure 4.1 Haugh Unit and Color of Yolk testing with Egg Multi Tester
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Figure 4.2 Vitelline Membrane Strength testing with Texture Analyzer
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Figure 4.3 Albumen and Yolk pH testing with pH meter
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Figure 4.4 Shell Strength testing with Texture Analyzer
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Figure 4.5 Bar graph of Haugh Unit of HVACP-treated and untreated control chicken eggs
in MA during 42 days of refrigerated storage, as well as the curve graph of Haugh Unit of
untreated control Grade A large chicken eggs in air during 42 days of refrigerated storage
(Banerjee, 2010). Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference
among all storage times for the same pattern (treated or control). Same small letter on top
of each bar indicated no significant difference between treated eggs and controls for the
same storage time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 4.6 Egg weight of HVACP-treated and untreated control chicken eggs in MA during
42 days of refrigerated storage, as well as the curve graph of egg weight of untreated
control Grade A large chicken eggs in air during 42 days of refrigerated storage (Biladeau
and Keener, 2009). Egg weight curve was based on 56.7 g on day 0 with 0.28 g/week
weight loss. Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference
among all storage times for the same pattern (treated or control). Same small letter on top
of each bar indicated no significant difference between treated eggs and controls for the
same storage time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 4.7 Bar graph of albumen pH of HVACP-treated and untreated control chicken eggs
in MA during 42 days of refrigerated storage, as well as the curve graph of albumen pH of
untreated control Grade A large chicken eggs in air during 42 days of refrigerated storage
(Biladeau and Keener, 2009). Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no significant
difference among all storage times for the same pattern (treated or control). Same small
letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference between treated eggs and
controls for the same storage time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 4.8 Bar graph of yolk pH of HVACP-treated and untreated control chicken eggs in
MA during 42 days of refrigerated storage, as well as the curve graph of yolk pH of
untreated control Grade A large chicken eggs in air during 42 days of refrigerated storage
(Biladeau and Keener, 2009). Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no significant
difference among all storage times for the same pattern (treated or control). Same small
letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference between treated eggs and
controls for the same storage time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 4.9 Yolk color of HVACP-treated and untreated control chicken eggs in MA during
42 days of refrigerated storage. Same capital letter on top of each bar indicated no
significant difference among all storage times for the same pattern (treated or control).
Same small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference between treated
eggs and controls for the same storage time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 4.10 Bar graph of vitelline membrane strength of HVACP-treated and untreated
control chicken eggs in MA during 42 days of refrigerated storage, as well as the curve
graph of vitelline membrane strength of untreated control Grade A large chicken eggs in air
during 42 days of refrigerated storage (Banerjee, 2010). Same capital letter on top of each
bar indicated no significant difference among all storage times for the same pattern (treated
or control). Same small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference between
treated eggs and controls for the same storage time. (P<0.05)
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Figure 4.11 Bar graph of shell strength of HVACP-treated and untreated control chicken
eggs in MA during 42 days of refrigerated storage, as well as the curve graph of shell
strength of untreated control Grade A large chicken eggs in air during 42 days of
refrigerated storage (Jones and Musgrove, 2005). Same capital letter on top of each bar
indicated no significant difference among all storage times for the same pattern (treated or
control). Same small letter on top of each bar indicated no significant difference between
treated eggs and controls for the same storage time. (P<0.05)
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary of Results
HVACP treatment in MA for 15 min achieved maximum SE inactivation of 5.531 log
CFU/egg on TSA and 6.373 log CFU/egg on XLD. A great influence of HVACP
parameters on the reduction of externally inoculated Salmonella Enteritidis on
Refrigerated Chicken Eggs was observed. HVACP process parameters including gas type,
treatment time, and mode of exposure showed strong interactive effects. The occurrence of
injury was observed for Salmonella cells by plating on selective agar XLD and
nonselective agar TSA, and was affected by the gas type, treatment time, and mode of
exposure and their interactions. During 21 days of refrigeration storage, the SE survivors
on egg surfaces after 15 min of direct HVACP treatment in MA were maintained below the
detection limit. Therefore, HVACP is a nonthermal, in-package processing technology that
shows a promising capability to ensure microbial safety of chicken eggs. Chicken eggs
directly treated with HVACP in MA for 15 min possessed the same egg quality compared
to the untreated controls (P>0.05). During the 42 days refrigeration storage, both treated
and untreated eggs maintained Grade AA quality without significant changes of weight,
yolk color, pH of albumen and yolk, vitelline membrane strength, and shell strength. With
the high CO2 content in the package, the shelf life of chicken eggs was maintained.

5.2 Future Works
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1. The effect of treatment variables such as gas type, treatment time, and mode of exposure
on the microbial inactivation ability of HVACP treatment has been investigated. It is
recommended that the effects of voltage level, relative humidity, initial SE cell
concentration, storage temperature (such as room temperature vs. refrigeration
temperature), and post-storage time on HVACP treatment in reducing SE on egg surfaces
be explored.
2. In order to further illuminate the bactericidal inactivation mechanisms of HVACP
treatment, further study is recommended to utilize optical emission spectroscopy to
characterize the reactive gas species generated. Moreover, the morphological properties of
HVACP-treated bacteria cells can be observed by scanning electron microscope.
3. In the current study, the penetration of SE through the eggshell has been investigated for
controls. Further study is needed to examine the effect of HVACP treatment on the
penetration of SE through the eggshell compared to the untreated controls. For the SE
penetration study, not only SE on egg surfaces, membranes, and eggshells, but also SE in
egg contents such as yolk and albumen are recommended be recovered in order to show the
whole penetration route. In addition, it is recommended that further studies examine the
effect of egg washing on the penetration of SE through the eggshell to investigate the
function of cuticle.
4. To visualize the SE penetration and gain better understanding, further researcher can
consider using bioluminescence SE to investigate the effect of HVACP treatment on SE
penetration during storage time.
5. As for the egg quality study, future work needs to investigate the effect of HVACP
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treatment on egg quality for chicken eggs stored in air at refrigeration temperature, stored

in air at room temperature, or stored in MA at room temperature. In this way, the effects of
HVACP treatment, storage temperature, storage gas environment can be understood.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A: SAS code for Microbial Reduction
A1: Survival population from XLD (log CFU/egg)
data XLD;
input rep gas mode time resp;
cards;
1 1 3 0 7.556
1 1 3 0 7.316
2 1 3 0 6.863
2 1 3 0 7.107
3 1 3 0 7.792
3 1 3 0 7.602
1 1 1 5 5.167
1 1 1 5 4.681
2 1 1 5 4.097
2 1 1 5 4.097
3 1 1 5 5.531
3 1 1 5 5.013
1 1 2 5 2.602
1 1 2 5 3.833
2 1 2 5 6.602
2 1 2 5 5.013
3 1 2 5 6.140
3 1 2 5 5.940
1 1 1 10 3.643
1 1 1 10 4.400
2 1 1 10 1.000
2 1 1 10 1.000
3 1 1 10 1.000
3 1 1 10 2.934
1 1 2 10 5.748
1 1 2 10 4.238
2 1 2 10 3.544
2 1 2 10 3.041
3 1 2 10 5.732
3 1 2 10 5.724
1 1 1 15 1.000
1 1 1 15 1.000
2 1 1 15 1.000
2 1 1 15 1.000
3 1 1 15 1.000
3 1 1 15 1.000
1 1 2 15 2.301
1 1 2 15 1.000
2 1 2 15 4.398
2 1 2 15 4.886
3 1 2 15 3.623
3 1 2 15 2.778
1 2 3 0 7.477
1 2 3 0 7.544
2 2 3 0 7.491
2 2 3 0 7.544
3 2 3 0 7.176
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3 2 3 0 6.851
1 2 1 5 5.417
1 2 1 5 5.533
2 2 1 5 5.526
2 2 1 5 5.629
3 2 1 5 5.000
3 2 1 5 5.708
1 2 1 10 5.212
1 2 1 10 4.633
2 2 1 10 3.322
2 2 1 10 3.602
3 2 1 10 3.505
3 2 1 10 3.000
1 2 1 15 2.602
1 2 1 15 3.415
2 2 1 15 2.000
2 2 1 15 1.000
3 2 1 15 1.000
3 2 1 15 1.000
1 2 2 5 7.057
1 2 2 5 6.869
2 2 2 5 5.699
2 2 2 5 6.332
3 2 2 5 5.196
3 2 2 5 4.863
1 2 2 10 5.380
1 2 2 10 5.591
2 2 2 10 5.097
2 2 2 10 5.430
3 2 2 10 4.833
3 2 2 10 5.238
1 2 2 15 4.398
1 2 2 15 5.964
2 2 2 15 5.681
2 2 2 15 5.763
3 2 2 15 5.422
3 2 2 15 5.385
;
proc glm;
class rep time mode gas;
model resp=rep time mode gas time*mode*gas;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /out=resp_mns;
run;
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A2: Survival population from TSA (log CFU/egg)
data TSA;
input rep gas mode time resp;
cards;
1 1 3 0 7.556
1 1 3 0 7.316
2 1 3 0 6.863
2 1 3 0 7.107
3 1 3 0 7.792
3 1 3 0 7.602
1 1 1 5 6.914
1 1 1 5 7.000
2 1 1 5 6.064
2 1 1 5 6.029
3 1 1 5 6.778
3 1 1 5 6.778
1 1 2 5 5.303
1 1 2 5 6.875
2 1 2 5 6.190
2 1 2 5 6.299
3 1 2 5 7.164
3 1 2 5 7.201
1 1 1 10 6.124
1 1 1 10 6.464
2 1 1 10 3.230
2 1 1 10 4.009
3 1 1 10 5.991
3 1 1 10 4.568
1 1 2 10 7.418
1 1 2 10 6.477
2 1 2 10 6.373
2 1 2 10 6.314
3 1 2 10 7.079
3 1 2 10 7.286
1 1 1 15 3.602
1 1 1 15 3.447
2 1 1 15 1.000
2 1 1 15 1.000
3 1 1 15 1.000
3 1 1 15 1.000
1 1 2 15 5.134
1 1 2 15 5.134
2 1 2 15 6.602
2 1 2 15 6.602
3 1 2 15 5.286
3 1 2 15 5.143
1 2 3 0 7.477
1 2 3 0 7.544
2 2 3 0 7.491
2 2 3 0 7.544
3 2 3 0 7.176
3 2 3 0 6.851
1 2 1 5 7.029
1 2 1 5 6.944
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2 2 1 5 6.944
2 2 1 5 6.929
3 2 1 5 7.045
3 2 1 5 6.833
1 2 1 10 6.863
1 2 1 10 7.869
2 2 1 10 5.799
2 2 1 10 6.813
3 2 1 10 5.708
3 2 1 10 7.164
1 2 1 15 5.396
1 2 1 15 5.792
2 2 1 15 4.114
2 2 1 15 3.869
3 2 1 15 4.037
3 2 1 15 3.778
1 2 2 5 7.869
1 2 2 5 7.813
2 2 2 5 6.813
2 2 2 5 7.412
3 2 2 5 7.164
3 2 2 5 6.954
1 2 2 10 7.004
1 2 2 10 7.288
2 2 2 10 6.477
2 2 2 10 6.903
3 2 2 10 6.531
3 2 2 10 6.929
1 2 2 15 6.716
1 2 2 15 7.260
2 2 2 15 6.672
2 2 2 15 6.881
3 2 2 15 7.127
3 2 2 15 6.982
;
proc glm;
class rep time mode gas;
model resp=rep time mode gas time*mode*gas;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /out=resp_mns;
run;
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A3: Injured cell number (log CFU/egg)
data injured cells;
input rep gas mode time resp;
cards;
1 1 1 5 1.746
1 1 1 5 2.319
2 1 1 5 1.932
2 1 1 5 1.968
3 1 1 5 1.247
3 1 1 5 1.765
1 1 2 5 2.701
1 1 2 5 3.043
2 1 2 5 -0.303
2 1 2 5 1.177
3 1 2 5 1.062
3 1 2 5 1.225
1 1 1 10 2.480
1 1 1 10 2.064
2 1 1 10 3.009
2 1 1 10 3.230
3 1 1 10 3.568
3 1 1 10 3.057
1 1 2 10 1.670
1 1 2 10 2.239
2 1 2 10 2.829
2 1 2 10 3.272
3 1 2 10 1.347
3 1 2 10 1.561
1 1 1 15 2.602
1 1 1 15 2.447
2 1 1 15 0
2 1 1 15 0
3 1 1 15 0
3 1 1 15 0
1 1 2 15 2.833
1 1 2 15 2.833
2 1 2 15 2.204
2 1 2 15 1.716
3 1 2 15 1.662
3 1 2 15 2.365
1 2 1 5 1.613
1 2 1 5 1.412
2 2 1 5 1.418
2 2 1 5 1.300
3 2 1 5 2.045
3 2 1 5 1.125
1 2 1 10 2.657
1 2 1 10 2.230
2 2 1 10 2.477
2 2 1 10 3.211
3 2 1 10 3.659
3 2 1 10 2.708
1 2 1 15 2.114
1 2 1 15 2.869
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2 2 1 15 2.794
2 2 1 15 2.377
3 2 1 15 3.037
3 2 1 15 2.778
1 2 2 5 0.812
1 2 2 5 0.944
2 2 2 5 1.114
2 2 2 5 1.079
3 2 2 5 1.968
3 2 2 5 2.091
1 2 2 10 1.624
1 2 2 10 1.697
2 2 2 10 1.380
2 2 2 10 1.473
3 2 2 10 1.699
3 2 2 10 1.691
1 2 2 15 2.318
1 2 2 15 1.296
2 2 2 15 0.991
2 2 2 15 1.117
3 2 2 15 1.706
3 2 2 15 1.598
;
proc glm;
class rep time mode gas;
model resp=rep time mode gas time*mode*gas;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /out=resp_mns;
run;
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A4: Ozone generation (ppm)
data ozone;
input rep gas mode time resp;
cards;
1 1 1 5 7500
2 1 1 5 7500
3 1 1 5 8750
1 1 2 5 6250
2 1 2 5 7500
3 1 2 5 8750
1 1 1 10 7500
2 1 1 10 8750
3 1 1 10 8750
1 1 2 10 8750
3 1 2 10 8750
3 1 2 10 9375
1 1 1 15 7500
2 1 1 15 7500
3 1 1 15 9375
1 1 2 15 8750
2 1 2 15 8750
3 1 2 15 7500
1 2 1 5 3000
2 2 1 5 3200
3 2 1 5 2000
1 2 1 10 3000
2 2 1 10 2500
3 2 1 10 2500
1 2 1 15 2400
2 2 1 15 2800
3 2 1 15 2000
1 2 2 5 2600
2 2 2 5 3500
3 2 2 5 3000
1 2 2 10 3000
2 2 2 10 2400
3 2 2 10 3000
1 2 2 15 2500
2 2 2 15 2250
3 2 2 15 2500
;
proc glm;
class rep time mode gas;
model resp=rep time mode gas time*mode*gas;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /out=resp_mns;
run;
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A5: NOx generation (ppm)
Data NOX;
input rep gas mode time resp;
cards;
1 1 1 5 450
2 1 1 5 400
3 1 1 5 750
1 1 2 5 450
2 1 2 5 500
3 1 2 5 450
1 1 1 10 750
2 1 1 10 600
3 1 1 10 600
1 1 2 10 450
3 1 2 10 500
3 1 2 10 800
1 1 1 15 750
2 1 1 15 500
3 1 1 15 900
1 1 2 15 1250
2 1 2 15 600
3 1 2 15 600
1 2 1 5 160
2 2 1 5 160
3 2 1 5 160
1 2 1 10 150
2 2 1 10 150
3 2 1 10 160
1 2 1 15 100
2 2 1 15 100
3 2 1 15 100
1 2 2 5 160
2 2 2 5 240
3 2 2 5 200
1 2 2 10 160
2 2 2 10 120
3 2 2 10 150
1 2 2 15 140
2 2 2 15 100
3 2 2 15 140
;
proc glm;
class rep time mode gas;
model resp=rep time mode gas time*mode*gas;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /out=resp_mns;
run;
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A6: CO generation (ppm)
data CO;
input rep gas mode time resp;
cards;
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
3
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

5 800
5 800
5 500
5 500
5 800
5 750
10 1250
10 1300
10 1375
10 1100
10 1300
10 1500
15 1500
15 1500
15 1500
15 1500
15 1500
15 1000
5 5
5 5
5 5
10 40
10 40
10 50
15 40
15 40
15 50
5 5
5 5
5 2.5
10 10
10 10
10 30
15 10
15 10
15 25

;
proc glm;
class rep time mode gas;
model resp=rep time mode gas time*mode*gas;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans time*mode*gas /out=resp_mns;
run;
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Appendix B: SAS code for Egg Quality
B1: Haugh Unit
data HU;
input rep trttime storagetime resp;
cards;
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 1 85.6
0 1 85.2
15 1 92
15 1 83.3
0 7 87.6
0 7 87.3
15 7 80
15 7 88.7
0 14 74.1
0 14 83.3
15 14 86.7
15 14 87
0 21 85.2
0 21 79.3
15 21 88.7
15 21 87.1
0 28 83.7
0 28 91.1
15 28 81.7
15 28 67
0 35 89
0 35 79.3
15 35 90.4
15 35 84.2
0 42 85.5
0 42 82.1
15 42 83.4
15 42 83.6

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 1 83.9
0 1 93
15 1 93.5
15 1 90.1
0 7 88.1
0 7 85.8
15 7 89.6
15 7 89.5
0 14 86.4
0 14 88.4
15 14 86.4
15 14 91.7
0 21 84.9
0 21 84
15 21 91.1
15 21 79.3
0 28 89.5
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 28 86.7
15 28 84.9
15 28 88.7
0 35 86.1
0 35 83.3
15 35 81.7
15 35 84.2
0 42 82.4
0 42 86.1
15 42 84.6
15 42 85.8

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0 1 82
0 1 81.4
15 1 93
15 1 83.9
0 7 75.8
0 7 76.8
15 7 78.7
15 7 76.1
0 14 83.9
0 14 75.7
15 14 80.4
15 14 77.6
0 21 79.7
0 21 78.6
15 21 80.3
15 21 89
0 28 85.8
0 28 74.5
15 28 86.1
15 28 88.5
0 35 85.2
0 35 82
15 35 80.3
15 35 85.9
0 42 87.3
0 42 73.3
15 42 76.4
15 42 75.3

;
proc glm;
class rep trttime storagetime;
model resp=rep trttime storagetime trttime*storagetime;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /out=resp_mns;
run;
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B2: Egg Weight (g)
data WEIGHT;
input rep trttime storagetime resp;
cards;
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 1 48.2
0 1 51。4
15 1 47。6
15 1 53。2
0 7 49.1
0 7 50
15 7 53.5
15 7 51.6
0 14 53.2
0 14 51.9
15 14 50.8
15 14 51.8
0 21 53
0 21 53.3
15 21 49
15 21 47.1
0 28 48.1
0 28 52.9
15 28 52.8
15 28 48.3
0 35 50.9
0 35 53.9
15 35 51.7
15 35 52.6
0 42 50.8
0 42 49.4
15 42 49.3
15 42 52.3

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 1 51.5
0 1 53.5
15 1 51.3
15 1 52
0 7 51.7
0 7 53.2
15 7 50.2
15 7 52.7
0 14 51.5
0 14 50.1
15 14 53
15 14 52.3
0 21 50.6
0 21 49.7
15 21 52.8
15 21 51.6
0 28 52.7
0 28 50.8
15 28 50.3
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

15 28 51.4
0 35 50.4
0 35 52.1
15 35 51.3
15 35 52.4
0 42 50.7
0 42 52.3
15 42 49.3
15 42 51.5

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0 1 51.5
0 1 49.1
15 1 53.5
15 1 51.9
0 7 47.2
0 7 52.6
15 7 49.6
15 7 48.6
0 14 51.2
0 14 51.2
15 14 50.2
15 14 50.9
0 21 50.1
0 21 51.5
15 21 52.3
15 21 52.1
0 28 51.4
0 28 52.2
15 28 50.2
15 28 52.4
0 35 51.8
0 35 51.3
15 35 52.5
15 35 51.2
0 42 50.8
0 42 49.4
15 42 49.3
15 42 52.3

;
proc glm;
class rep trttime storagetime;
model resp=rep trttime storagetime trttime*storagetime;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /out=resp_mns;
run;
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B3: Albumen pH
data PHW;
input rep trttime storagetime resp;
cards;
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 1 7.29
0 1 7.13
15 1 7.25
15 1 7.16
0 7 7.38
0 7 8.2
15 7 7.25
15 7 7.18
0 14 7.56
0 14 7.8
15 14 7.58
15 14 7.64
15 21 7.97
15 21 7.56
15 28 7.25
0 35 7.92
0 35 7.5
15 35 7.71
15 35 7.38
0 42 7.41
0 42 7.2
15 42 7.41
15 42 7.64

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 1 7.09
0 1 7.15
15 1 7.51
15 1 6.98
0 7 7.38
0 7 7.26
15 7 7.3
15 7 7.23
0 14 7.82
0 14 7.52
15 14 7.1
15 14 7.14
0 21 7.83
0 21 7.78
15 21 7.51
15 21 7.32
0 28 7.42
0 28 7.35
15 28 7.37
15 28 7.28
0 35 7.59
0 35 7.58
15 35 7.85
15 35 7.77
0 42 7.36
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2 0 42 7.4
2 15 42 7.41
2 15 42 7.5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0 1 7.08
0 1 7.07
15 1 7.25
15 1 7.04
0 7 7.29
0 7 7.25
15 7 7.78
15 7 7.18
0 14 7.3
0 14 7.45
15 14 7.19
15 14 7.93
0 21 7.53
0 21 7.5
15 21 7.35
15 21 7.43
0 28 7.01
0 28 7.09
15 28 7.21
15 28 7.04
0 35 7.59
0 35 7.69
15 35 7.15
15 35 7.23
0 42 7.51
0 42 7.28
15 42 6.87
15 42 7.46

;
proc glm;
class rep trttime storagetime;
model resp=rep trttime storagetime trttime*storagetime;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /out=resp_mns;
run;
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B4: Yolk pH
data PHY;
input rep trttime storagetime resp;
cards;
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 1 6.06
0 1 6.38
15 1 6.19
15 1 6.27
0 7 6.35
0 7 6.01
15 7 6.07
15 7 6.15
0 14 6.04
0 14 6.13
15 14 6.11
15 14 6.12
0 21 6.51
0 21 6.33
15 21 6.07
15 21 6.21
0 28 6.35
0 28 6.21
15 28 6.19
15 28 6.64
0 35 6.25
0 35 6.34
15 35 6.47
15 35 6.23
0 42 6.24
0 42 6.24
15 42 6.79
15 42 6.27

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 1 6.13
0 1 6.23
15 1 6.25
15 1 6.31
0 7 6.12
0 7 6.31
15 7 6.26
15 7 6.28
0 14 6.23
0 14 6.31
15 14 6.04
15 14 5.95
0 21 6.54
0 21 6.06
15 21 6.37
15 21 6
0 28 6.04
0 28 6.06
15 28 6.2
15 28 6.23
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 35 6.26
0 35 6.04
15 35 6.22
15 35 6.53
0 42 6.06
0 42 6.02
15 42 6.11
15 42 6.15

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0 1 6.27
0 1 6.11
15 1 6.2
15 1 6.41
0 7 6.19
0 7 6.24
15 7 6.38
15 7 6.34
0 14 6.24
0 14 6.4
15 14 6.22
15 14 6.41
0 21 6.28
0 21 6.43
15 21 6.28
15 21 6.28
0 28 6.22
0 28 6.31
15 28 6.04
15 28 6.1
0 35 6.39
0 35 6.28
15 35 6.18
15 35 6.19
0 42 6.24
0 42 6.20
15 42 6.20
15 42 6.12

;
proc glm;
class rep trttime storagetime;
model resp=rep trttime storagetime trttime*storagetime;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /out=resp_mns;
run;
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B5: Color of Yolk
data YOLK COLOR;
input rep trttime storagetime resp;
cards;
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 1 5
0 1 1
15 1 4
15 1 15
0 7 5
0 7 5
15 7 5
15 7 4
0 14 15
0 14 3
15 14 3
15 14 5
0 21 0
0 21 15
15 21 3
15 21 5
0 28 3
0 28 4
15 28 5
15 28 5
0 35 6
0 35 3
15 35 4
15 35 2
0 42 5
0 42 5
15 42 5
15 42 5

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 1 5
0 1 4
15 1 5
15 1 5
0 7 5
0 7 5
15 7 5
15 7 4
0 14 5
0 14 5
15 14 5
15 14 4
0 21 5
0 21 5
15 21 4
15 21 15
0 28 5
0 28 2
15 28 5
15 28 5
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 35 3
0 35 2
15 35 3
15 35 5
0 42 5
0 42 5
15 42 3
15 42 4

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0 1 7
0 1 3
15 1 7
15 1 8
0 7 7
0 7 5
15 7 7
15 7 9
0 14 8
0 14 8
15 14 4
15 14 8
0 21 7
0 21 9
15 21 7
15 21 5
0 28 2
0 28 7
15 28 3
15 28 15
0 35 8
0 35 8
15 35 9
15 35 6
0 42 5
0 42 3
15 42 2
15 42 8

;
proc glm;
class rep trttime storagetime;
model resp=rep trttime storagetime trttime*storagetime;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /out=resp_mns;
run;
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B6: Vitelline Membrane Strength (10 g*)
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*Note: To simplify the data input, 0.0024 kg was input as 24 in the code as an example.
(2.4g/g=24g/10g)
data VMS;
input rep trttime storagetime resp;
cards;
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 1 24
0 1 27
0 1 31
0 1 28
0 1 23
0 1 25
15 1 22
15 1 27
15 1 22
15 1 25
15 1 20
15 1 23
0 7 24
0 7 22
0 7 22
0 7 17
0 7 31
0 7 25
15 7 20
15 7 21
15 7 22
15 7 21
15 7 20
15 7 23
0 14 12 *
0 14 10 *
0 14 12 * outliers that were deleted for data analysis
0 14 21
0 14 24
0 14 24
15 14 27
15 14 23
15 14 27
15 14 26
15 14 27
15 14 29
0 21 20
0 21 16
0 21 16
0 21 20
0 21 20
0 21 19
15 21 20
15 21 26

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

15 21 23
15 21 26
15 21 25
15 21 23
0 28 27
0 28 28
0 28 26
0 28 18
0 28 23
0 28 20
15 28 25
15 28 28
15 28 26
15 28 20
15 28 25
15 28 23
0 35 29
0 35 28
0 35 27
0 35 19
0 35 17
0 35 19
15 35 28
15 35 30
15 35 30
15 35 16
15 35 15
15 35 17
0 42 25
0 42 25
0 42 21
0 42 22
0 42 21
0 42 25
15 42 25
15 42 21
15 42 25
15 42 25
15 42 24
15 42 25

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 1 18
0 1 18
0 1 16
0 1 18
0 1 18
0 1 20
15 1 20
15 1 20
15 1 15
15 1 18
15 1 16
15 1 19
0 7 20
0 7 21
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 7 19
0 7 23
0 7 19
0 7 19
15 7 20
15 7 19
15 7 17
15 7 24
15 7 22
15 7 19
0 14 15
0 14 15
0 14 15
0 14 20
0 14 21
0 14 20
15 14 24
15 14 23
15 14 22
15 14 17
15 14 21
15 14 17
0 21 23
0 21 19
0 21 20
0 21 25
0 21 24
0 21 25
15 21 18
15 21 19
15 21 18
15 21 16
15 21 14
15 21 13
0 28 23
0 28 24
0 28 24
0 28 20
0 28 20
0 28 21
15 28 18
15 28 19
15 28 19
15 28 23
15 28 23
15 28 23
0 35 14
0 35 18
0 35 18
0 35 20
0 35 21
0 35 19
15 35 20
15 35 21
15 35 21
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2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

15 35 20
15 35 23
15 35 23
0 42 15
0 42 13
0 42 15
0 42 26
0 42 24
0 42 25
15 42 15
15 42 16
15 42 14
15 42 16
15 42 15
15 42 16

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

0 1 17
0 1 18
0 1 17
0 1 19
0 1 21
0 1 14
15 1 16
15 1 18
15 1 15
15 1 13
15 1 18
15 1 15
0 7 11
0 7 11
0 7 12
0 7 19
0 7 19
0 7 20
15 7 10
15 7 13
15 7 12
15 7 14
15 7 15
15 7 12
0 14 14
0 14 15
0 14 16
0 14 12
0 14 12
0 14 15
15 14 14
15 14 15
15 14 12
15 14 14
15 14 15
15 14 12
0 21 17
0 21 13
0 21 13
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3 0 21 17
3 0 21 15
3 0 21 13
3 15 21 23
3 15 21 23
3 15 21 20
3 15 21 18
3 15 21 19
3 15 21 18
3 0 28 19
3 0 28 19
3 0 28 21
3 0 28 21
3 0 28 18
3 0 28 16
3 15 28 14
3 15 28 16
3 15 28 15
3 15 28 14
3 15 28 15
3 15 28 15
3 0 35 17
3 0 35 16
3 0 35 14
3 0 35 15
3 0 35 14
3 0 35 15
3 15 35 12
3 15 35 15
3 15 35 13
3 15 35 14
3 15 35 12
3 15 35 14
3 0 42 25
3 0 42 24
3 0 42 21
3 0 42 10
3 0 42 8
3 0 42 12
3 15 42 11
3 15 42 10
3 15 42 13
3 15 42 15
3 15 42 17
3 15 42 9
;
proc glm;
class rep trttime storagetime;
model resp=rep trttime storagetime trttime*storagetime;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /out=resp_mns;
run;
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B7: Shell Strength (kg)
data SHELL;
input rep trttime storagetime resp;
cards;
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

0 21 4.8007
0 21 2.7103
15 21 4.2676
15 21 3.9013
0 28 2.9885
0 28 4.1336
15 28 4.5332
15 28 4.1706
0 35 3.9976
0 35 3.9804
15 35 4.472
15 35 4.0521
0 42 2.9198
0 42 3.2707
15 42 3.4648
15 42 4.1382

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 1 2.5852
0 1 3.5926
15 1 2.9627
15 1 3.5326
0 7 3.6402
0 7 1.1195
15 7 3.5548
15 7 2.649
0 14 3.3056
0 14 3.4844
15 14 3.494
15 14 3.3232
0 21 4.2226
0 21 4.6515
15 21 3.4873
15 21 2.9866
0 28 3.5191
0 28 2.4745
15 28 3.2979
15 28 2.5043
0 35 2.6868
0 35 3.0274
15 35 3.2912
15 35 3.6598
0 42 3.7787
0 42 2.7759
15 42 3.3695
15 42 2.8328

3 0 1 3.5208
3 0 1 3.473
3 15 1 3.0393
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3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

15 1 2.3985
0 7 3.197
0 7 4.068
15 7 3.3859
15 7 3.9661
0 14 3.2187
0 14 4.0432
15 14 3.4977
15 14 4.1095
0 21 3.5212
0 21 3.4539
15 21 2.5098
15 21 2.7232
0 28 3.6671
0 28 4.2156
15 28 3.7619
15 28 3.5417
0 35 4.1937
0 35 3.5386
15 35 4.2764
15 35 2.4988
0 42 3.8723
0 42 2.6846
15 42 2.8245
15 42 3.6327

;
proc glm;
class rep trttime storagetime;
model resp=rep trttime storagetime trttime*storagetime;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans trttime*storagetime /out=resp_mns;
run;
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Appendix C: SAS code for Penetration Study
C1: SE population (log CFU/egg), Method A, XLD
Note: Location=1, when surface; =2, when shell; =3, when membrane.
data A XLD;
input location time resp;
cards;
1 0 4.869
1 0 4.342
1 1 1
1 1 1
1 7 2.204
1 7 0
1 14 0.699
1 14 0
1 21 0
1 21 0
1 28 0
1 28 0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 0
0 0
1 2.686
1 4.736
7 1.699
7 0
14 4.964
14 2.550
21 3.653
21 0
28 2.813
28 4.782

3 0 0
3 0 0
3 1 2.322
3 1 4.244
3 7 2.736
3 7 0
3 14 4.796
3 14 0
3 21 2.332
3 21 0
3 28 4.352
3 28 3.672;
proc glm;
class location time;
model resp=location time location*time;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans location*time /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans location*time /out=resp_mns;
run;
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C2: SE population (log CFU/egg), Method A, TSA
Note: Location=1, when surface; =2, when shell; =3, when membrane.
data A TSA;
input location time resp;
cards;
1 0 5.029
1 0 4.362
1 1 2
1 1 2.544
1 7 2.628
1 7 2.041
1 14 1.176
1 14 0.699
1 21 1.602
1 21 0
1 28 2.217
1 28 0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 0
0 0
1 3.337
1 5.130
7 1.778
7 0
14 5.225
14 2.538
21 3.872
21 0
28 2.519
28 4.998

3 0 0
3 0 0
3 1 2.775
3 1 4.643
3 7 2.708
3 7 0.699
3 14 4.789
3 14 0
3 21 2.544
3 21 1.903
3 28 4.860
3 28 4.051;
proc glm;
class location time;
model resp=location time location*time;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans location*time /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans location*time /out=resp_mns;
run;
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C3: SE population (log CFU/egg), Method B, XLD
Note: Location=1, when surface; =2, when shell; =3, when membrane.
data B XLD;
input location time resp;
cards;
1 0 4.869
1 0 4.342
1 1 2.785
1 1 1.544
1 7 1.653
1 7 1
1 14 0
1 14 0
1 21 0
1 21 0
1 28 0
1 28 0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 0
0 0
1 5.863
1 5.342
7 1.778
7 5.677
14 0
14 0
21 0
21 2.959
28 0
28 0

3 0 0
3 0 0
3 1 5.104
3 1 5.045
3 7 5.125
3 7 1.544
3 14 0
3 14 0
3 21 1.778
3 21 0
3 28 0
3 28 0
;
proc glm;
class location time;
model resp=location time location*time;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans location*time /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans location*time /out=resp_mns;
run;
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C4: SE population (log CFU/egg), Method B, TSA
Note: Location=1, when surface; =2, when shell; =3, when membrane.
data B TSA;
input location time resp;
cards;
1 0 5.029
1 0 4.362
1 1 3.371
1 1 2.439
1 7 2.130
1 7 1
1 14 0
1 14 0
1 21 0.699
1 21 0
1 28 0
1 28 0
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0 0
0 0
1 5.053
1 4.695
7 2.230
7 5.810
14 0
14 0
21 0.699
21 3.525
28 0
28 0

3 0 0
3 0 0
3 1 5.045
3 1 5.210
3 7 5.160
3 7 1.398
3 14 0
3 14 0
3 21 0
3 21 2.161
3 28 0
3 28 0
;
proc glm;
class location time;
model resp=location time location*time;
output out=resout p=preds r=resid;
lsmeans location*time /tdiff pdiff adjust=tukey;
lsmeans location*time /out=resp_mns;
run;
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